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Introduction.
As we drove along, oh, the rabbits, the hills, the
slopes , they seemed literally moving with
rabbits . I wanted to get out and catch one.l

One hundred and fifty five years after the first rabbits were introduced to
New Zealand efforts to eliminate them continue in vain, and disagreement
persists in earnest over the method which should be used to achieve their
complete extermination. In those 155 years the rabbit has been many things to
many people throughout the country. To many farmers it meant dire
hardship or ruin, while to others it provided an essential source of food or
supplementary income.

To most farmers it has been a constant nuisance

which has reared its ugly head at the slightest let up in the pursuit of its
extermination. During years of depression the rabbit provided food and
income for many families with no other source of money, and from the 1870s
through to the 1950s rabbiting and the industries which grew around the
animal kept many people employed, sustaining

families, and the local

economy. Many people were able to make enough money through hard work
in the rabbit business to set themselves up for life, on a farm, orchard, or
other business. This is particularly true for Alexandra where, over time, three
separate factories operated to process the thousands of rabbits which were
brought in from the many rabbiters around the district every day. The rabbit
was an important part of life in Central Otago, until the 1950s when the rabbit
was de-commercialised, not only as a pest and destruct:i\·e nuisance but also as
'bread and butter,' possibly for many more people than pastoral farming
currently supports.
In contrast to the positive economic side of the rabbit as an industry is the

ecological devastation which the rabbit wrought on the Central Otago
countryside when left unchecked. In combination with hard frosts, drought,
and overstocking the rabbits left the land barren and almost desert like. It was
this ecological devastation along with the losses being suffered by pastoralism
1 Mrs E.J.Ivers~n. Womens Hour Broadcast, 1961. Alexandra Museum Transcripi. Recounting a
journey from Dunedin to Alexandra via the Ida Valley in a double buggj with two horses over the
Raggedy range. c.1900.
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which prompted the legislation of 1947 and 1956 which introduced the 'killer
policy/ the Pest Destruction Council, and the de-commercialisation of the
rabbit, all in an effort to rid the land of the pest. Now, thirty six years after the
de-commercialistion of the rabbit in New Zealand, the sale of rabbit products
has been made legal once more. The 'killer policy' enforced by Government
employed rabbit boards has all but gone. The rabbit industry is about to reemerge as a way of life. What effect this will have on the environment, on
pastoral farming, and on the control of rabbit numbers remains to be seen.
The history of all this has gone largely unresearched and, as Joan Durett
has pointed out, it is one of the most interesting aspects of New Zealands
environmental history.
The early difficulties in getting the rabbit acclimatised to New Zealand

conditions, the amazing success that suddenly crowned all these
efforts, the totally unlooked for ruin and devastation that the rabbits
wreaked, and the subsequent history of their control_ make the
introduction of this animal one of the most interesting episodes in
the history of Acclimatisation in New Zealand. 2
Because of the lack of study in this area the potential for research is
enormous, both in the larger area of environmental history in New Zealand
and in the more specific area of the 'rabbit' as a factor in rural history of New
Zealand. In beginning this exercise it was very difficult to narrow the focus
down to what is left. In particular there is much room to further explore the
legislation concerning the 'rabbit nuisance,' and the public debate and response
to this over the whole time period in more detail. There is also the possibility
of looking more specifically at the workings of the rabbit industry and the
various firms which operated, and to study the changing role of rabbit boards
over time. The possibilities for study in are, in fact, endless.
In the end this particular study has been aimed at revealing something of

the lifestyles led by those people in Central Otago to whom the rabbit was an
essential part of life, (a lifestyle which is now lost,) and to give a perspective on
what was to them not a nuisance at all. To do this the context is first set, in
Part A, by outlining the introduction of the rabbit to New Zealand and its
2 J.Durett, Exotic Intruders. The Introduction of Plants and Animals into New Zealand, Auckland,

1983. p.151.
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impact on the environment and farming .

This is followed by an analysis of

the legislation which was initiated to enforce to control of rabbits by
pastoralists, to reclaim infested land for pastoralism. This sets the background
for looking at the lives of those involved and outlines perceptions of the
rabbit as a pest.

The grow th of an industry around the export of skins and

meat is then summarised to outline the importance the rabbit had as an export
item at a local and a national level. Part B of the study looks at the lifestyles of
a number of main groups involved in the rabbit industry from 1915 to around
1950 through oral reminiscences in the hope of showing another side to the
theory of the rabbit as a pest and a drain on both the local and national
economy.
The focus which was finally decided upon, using oral interviews with the
people actually involved in a 'history from below' approach, was one
coincidentally similar to that taken by the 'History Workshop' in its studies .
This focus seems to be a logical one for someone only introduced to the
discipline of history in the past six years, when the 'History Workshop'
undoubtably had already made its subtle but far reaching impact on the way
history is researched, taught and conveyed. However, having a background
based in small town 'working class' New Zealand it is predictable that the lives
of real people should be more of an interest than obsessions with Government
manoeuvring and opinions. The precedent of the 'History Workshop' in this
study would seem, therefore, to be subliminal even if real, and while it was
not a model which was consciously used it does serve to make this approach
more academically acceptable. As a result of the personal interests of the
researcher, and possibly the influences of the changes in the way history in
written in the past ten or so years, this research exercise has focussed on social
aspects of the topic, and the lives of those involved, rather than upon the
bureaucracy of the 'institution' and the possible abstract aspects of the topic.
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Part A.
The National and historical setting.

Chapter One:
The Introduction of Rabbits, and the
Environmental and Agricultural Impacts.

The introduction of rabbits to New Zealand.
The earliest liberations of rabbits in New Zealand have largely gone
WU"ecorded, and various secondary sources come up with different dates for
the first releases. The earliest reference found to the introduction of rabbits is
for 1838 when a small number of rabbits were brought to New Zealand from
Australia, though it is not known exactly where they were released. Nothing
more is known about this first introduction except that it is unlikely that the
animals survived any length of time. The next documented releases were
made in 1848 with the settlement of Otago, between Invercargill and Riverton,
and between Queenstown and the Waitaki river. This and similar casual
releases which were made in the Nelson-Marlborough area in the 1850s were
largely unsuccessful, probably due to the fact that: 'the rabbits were, for the
most part, fancy breeds and were ill adapted to free range success under New
Zealand conditions,' and most died soon after their release.l
The feral rabbit, common English rabbit, or Oryctolagus cuniculus, a much
hardier animal, was probably introduced by Doctor Menzies near Bluff in
Southland in 1862. This release was followed by another in 1863 by the
Southland Acclimatisation Society at Sandy Point near Ocean Beach. These
rabbits were protected by a £5 fine for anyone found shooting them. In the
same year the proprietor of the Vauxhall Gardens in Dunedin, Mr. Farley, also

1 Wodzicki ; as cited in Agricultural Pests Destruction Council., Environmental Impact Report on a

Proposal to Introduce Myxomatosis as Another Means of Rabbit Control in New Zealand. John
Bamford and Associates, 1987. p.1 0.
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imported rabbits to establish his own warren,2 and the Otago Acclimatisation
Society released six rabbits in the hope 'that sportsmen and naturalists would
be able to enjoy the activities that made the remembrance of their former
home so dear, that tables would be better supplies, and new industries
fostered .'

3

By 1864 much of Southland and Otago was inhabited by wild rabbits which
had most likely spread from these first releases and by 1866 the rabbit had
reached as far north as Earnscleugh station near Alexandra . 4 Further releases
of feral rabbits were also made by the Canterbury Acclimatisation Society and
the Otago Acclimatisation Society and the recently formed Wakatipu
Acclimatisation Society at this time.s Some of these rabbits are likely to have
been carried inland by gold prospectors and settlers. Rabbits continued to be
brought to New Zealand with enthusiasm, and they were protected in the
hope that they would provide both sport for shooters and an occasional food
alternative. The rabbit was very important to the colonist as a part of the
horne country, as Joan Durett points out with this remark:

.. for hundreds of years man has been partial to a rabbit in the pot.
Rabbit stew is so well founded in English recipe books that it could be
rated a national dish. A favourite recipe of pioneer housewives was
to bake a rabbit· slowly in a buttered paper bag. The pelt was valuable
as well, although its quality varied according to the time of the year
when the skin was taken. 6
Rabbits were among several game species brought to New Zealand with
this same sentiment.

Wild foul such as pheasant and quail, and various

breeds of deer were also introduced to allow the continuation of the recreation
of both the 'gentry,' (who had a monopoly on such sport in the old country),
and to allow those who had been excluded from such sport in England to
partake also.

2 M.J. Campbell, 'Runholding in Otago and Southland.1848-1876.' M.A. Thesis, Otago, 1981.

p.173.

First Annual Report., (Dunedin,1865), pp.7&12, as cited in
M.J.Campbell, 'Runholding in Otago and Southland.' p.174.
4 Agricultural Pests Destruction Council., Environmental Impact Report... , p.10.
5 J. C. Parcell, The Heart of the Desert. Christchurch,1976.pp .296-7
6 J.Durett, Exotic Intruders. The Introduction of Plants and Animals into New Zealand. Auckland,
1983. pp. 151

3 OtagoAcclimatisation Society
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The Emergence of the 'Rabbit Nuisance.'
Early enthusiasm for the introduction of the rabbit was soon tempered
with the realisation that in the New Zealand environment the rabbit had the
potential to become a great pest. In parts of Southland pasture which had once
been fertile was converted into a barren waste by the exploded rabbit
population by 1866, and they were being caught and shot in large numbers for
sale.7 In spite of early warning signs and the realisation by some that the rabbit
had the potential to become a wide spread and serious problem, liberations
continued in Nelson, Marlborough, Kaikoura, Christchurch, Timaru and
Dunedin into the 1870s.8 Those who expressed the need for control and an end
to liberations were a small voice against the continued desire of others for the
spread of rabbit for sport, consumption, and commerce. In 1867 F.D.Rich,
W.D.Murison and J.W.Murdoch were three such small voices at the meeting
of the Otago Acclimatisation Society.

They spoke out against further

introductions of rabbit, and advocated breeding cats to control their numbers,
but were out voted and in 1868 more rabbits were released.9
By 1870 the enormity of the rabbit increase was apparent, to some people at
least, and the first of many run-holders began to lose their land to the
destruction wrought by the rabbits. One of these, Ruck Keane, had liberated
rabbits on his Kaikoura run in the 1850s and he was soon faced with ruin as
the rabbit reduced the production of his run by an estimated £70 000 each year.
'The hillsides on his run at Kaikoura were honeycombed with burrows alive
with rabbits, while his flocks were starving as the land was eaten bare.'10
Meanwhile in the North Island Mr. Carter of Carterton explained how the
number of rabbits on his property had increased from an original seven pair in
1857 to cover nineteen square kilometres by 1869, and 20 000 hectares by 1882.
He joked about rabbit arithmetic whereby two times three equalled nine
million; meaning that two rabbits became nine million in three years.ll

7 M.J.Campeii,'Runholding in Otago and Southland.' p. 175.
8 Agricultural Pests Destruction Council, Environmental Impact Report.. , p.11.
9 The Otago Witness.10 August, 1867. as cited in M.J.Campbell, 'Runholding in Otago and
Southland.' p. 176.
1o J.Durett, Exotic Intruders. p.152.
11 ibid
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In The Otago Daily Times of January 1868 and March 1869, only two years

after the official introduction of rabbits by the Otago Acclimatisation Society, it
was noted that the animal had become a menace in parts of both Otago and
Southland and had extended north to the Waitaki river. Central Otago was
particularly bad and rabbits were being shot in large numbers there. 12 By 1875
they had penetrated Earnscleugh station, the Old Man Range, Galloway
station, and had moved around the Knobby range past the Manor burn and
onto Ida Valley Station.l3
By 1876 both Southland and Otago were either infested, or at least affected
by the rabbit, and by 1887 the Canterbury plains were being attacked from both
north and south.14 The increase of rabbits in Central Otago was particularly
phenomenal. A run which had no rabbits in 1873 was swarming by 1876, and
sixteen men with 120 dogs were employed in an effort to control them. On
one run 36 000 rabbits were killed to no effect, and on another 50 000 were
killed at a weekly cost of £27. Many run-holders were ruined by the enormity
of this expense and had to simply walk off their land, leaving it to the
rabbits.15 For others it became a reality that more rabbiters were needed than
shepherds.16

The rabbit flourished in the New Zealand climate to proportions not
anticipated by those who introduced them, and the damage they caused posed
a serious ecological and agricultural threat to much of the country. The success
of their acclimatisation was not only due to the continuous liberations. New
Zealand conditions were particularly favourable, especially in Otago and
Southland. The sandy banks of Southland rivers were perfect for rabbit
warrens and the flax, tussock, and scrub which grew there provided excellent
cover for them.

These rivers, mainly the Mataura, Oreti, Aparima, and

Waiau, were the highways of the rabbits. Above the plains, rocks and forest
gave the rabbit an ideal refuge which they could descend from onto the grassy
12 A.H.Ciark, The Invasion Of New Zealand by People, Plants, and Animals. The South Island.
New 81U'lswick, 1949. p. 267.
13 J .Durett, Exotic Intruders, p.186.
14 Ibid., p.152.
15 A. H.Clark, The Invasion of New Zealand, p.268.
16 J.C.Parcell, The Heart of the Desert. pp. 296-7.
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plains. The temperate climate allowed the rabbits to reproduce over a longer
period than in England, so that they were able to have at least nine litters of six
or more youngsters in a year,and

young females who were able to reproduce

within three months of being born could possibly breed in that same season.
The absence of natural enemies, except for the hawk, allowed their increase to
go further unchecked as more of each litter survived to adulthood.

17

In

addition to this the farming practices in operation made the land even more
susceptible and ideal for rabbits.
Once they had reached epidemic numbers the damage created by the rabbit
worsened. They occupied the same niche in the ecosystem as the sheep, but
grazed much more closely, even down into the roots. As Lockley described it,
they spread through New Zealand 'poisoning the land with their dung and
urine as they devoured the grass to the very roots.'18 In combination with
droughts they left the land completely denuded of vegetation, leaving sheep
and cattle to starve in their hundreds and thousands. The effect was the same
as if stock numbers had been quadrupled, on land which had probably only
been able to carry about one sheep to every 3.2 hectares, and which was already
overloaded. Virtual deserts were created, and where there had once been lush
tussock only scabweed (raoulia lutescens) could survive.19
The conversion of the land into a virtual desert was not caused solely by
the rabbit.

The practice of burning off to stimulate spring growth had

destroyed smaller plants which had grown in the shelter of tussock and rabbits
ate the fresh new shoots right down to the roots before any stock was moved
onto the area. This was a practice introduced from the Scottish Highlands
from where many of the shepherds and runholders had come from.

'Its

impact on semi-arid Central Otago was much greater than had been
experienced on the wet hills of the Highlands of Scotland.'20 The repeated and
reckless use of this method soon resulted in a marked decline in the condition
of tussock grasslands. Over-stocking by pastoralist who had over estimated the
17 Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives. (AJHR), vol.ll, H-1 0, 1876, p.S.
as cited in M.J.Campbell, ' Runholding in Otago and Southland.' p.180.
18 R.M.Lockley,Man Against Nature. Wellington, 1970. pp.149-150.
19 J.Durett, Exotic Intruders. pp. 154-56.
20 A.S.Mather, 'The Desertification of Central Otago, New Zealand.' in Environmental
Conservation,Vo1.9, No. 3, Autumn 1982.p.211.
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fertility of the new land or who were pressured with meeting high mortgage
prices had also made the land more vulnerable under the attack of the rabbits
and added to its decline.21

Before the rabbit had arrived the tussock country

had shown signs of weariness with bare earth, fissures and erosion. After their
arrival the situation was exacerbated. Over-grazing caused by both rabbits and
stock had exposed the earth, which was then further cut up by hooves of stock,
and undermined by the burrows of the rabbits. Once the earth was exposed in
this way it was at the mercy of the elements.

22

The change in the landscape is described in Central Otago in 1882 as
follows:

Hills and gullies that used to be a scene of perfect sylvan beauty,
with variegated pasture intermixed with sparkling streams and
alpine snowcapped ranges, and literally covered with sheep, now
look like a deserted waste, as though some gigantic deluge had
swept vegetation off the earth. 23
Figures 1 and 3 show the combined effects of overstocking, burning off,
rabbit infestation, and the resulting erosion and depletion in the Central Otago
and Lindis areas. Figure 4 shows the expansion of scabweed where tussock
grassland has been depleted. (Though these are more recent photographs they
illustrate the condition of land depleted as a result of large numbers of
rabbits.)
Pastoral life was severely threatened by such depletion. One runholder in
the Strath Taieri/Macraes flat area recorded that in his first year he had
managed to produce two bales of wool, five bales of dead wool (plucked from
dead sheep), and six bales of rabbit skins. Others reported that the shepherds
had to go around and prop the weak sheep up against the "Spaniards" (spear
grass ).24 Many runholders were bankrupted, their land abandoned, hastening
the break up of South Island runs into smaller properties. From 1876 to 1879
32 runs were abandoned, equalling around 300 000 hectares, due to the
21 Ibid.
22 R.M.Lockley,

Man Against Nature. pp.149-150.

23 G.Mclaughlan, The farming of New Zealand. An Illustrated History of New Zealand Agriculture.
' Auckland, 1981. p.147.
24

H.M.Thornpson, East of Rock and Pillar. A History of the Strath Taieri and Macraes districts.
Dunedin, 1949. pp. 20, and 137.
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depletion to the land.25 The total area abandoned by 1887 was 526 000 hectares,
and the estimated costs to the crown were £32 800.26
Added to the plague of rabbits, and the already degraded condition of the
land were the falling wool prices in the 1880s which further tightened the
finances of the farmer. Lambing percentages were down, and wool cuts were
dramatically reduced over all of Otago and Southland.27 The reduced capacity
of the land was alarming to both Government officials and land occupiers.
The extent of this reduced carrying capacity can be seen in figure 5 below. This
shows the trends in sheep and stock numbers which had resulted from the
rabbit plague in combination with overstocking, burning off, and the
exhaustion of the land.
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25 AJHR, C-9, 1885. 'Particulars of Runs Abandoned in Otago During Years 1877-84.' pp.1-3 as

cited by Alexander S. Mather, 'The Desertification of Central Otago, New Zealand.' pp.210-216.
26 AJHR, C-17, 1887. 'Return of Lands Thrown up in Rabbit Infested Districts in Otago and
Southland.' pp.1-19. as cited by Alexander S. Mather, 'The Desertification of Central Otago,
New Zealand.' pp.21 0-216.

27 I.Roxburgh, Wanaka Story. A History of the Wanaka, Hawea, Taras, and Surrounding Districts.
Dunedin, 1957. p.129.
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The rabbit plague has been perceived as the sole cause of the depletion of
the land by contemporaries and historians alike.

The reality is that the

condition of the land was already deteriorating before the arrival of the rabbits,
and it was its poor condition which made it an even more ideal habitat for the
rabbit. The rabbit plague added to its further decline. W.E.Howard suggested
that it was land 'use' rather than land 'abuse' which had lead to this state of
affairs. Methods of the farmers were the best they knew of and they were not
consciously destroying the land. It just happened that the farming strategy
employed was one which created perfect conditions for rabbits, and which
slowly destroyed the productivity of the land.28 The introduction of the rabbit
had proved to be a success far greater than anyone had anticipated or desired,
and with long lasting and devastating results for New Zealand pastoralism.

The Beginnings of Control.
The first efforts to control rabbits were made by individual farmers or
run-holders as has already been noted of the Central Otago Runs. These and
other pastoralists through out New Zealand employed rabbiters to shoot,
poison, and trap rabbits in an attempt to eradicate the pest from as ea:_ly on as
1867. Parcell, writing about the Kawarau run in Central Otago, notes that
experiment to bring the rabbit under control there began soon after they
became a problem around 1856.

The manager from 1867, James Cowan,

evolved a continuous and regular system of trapping and poisoning which
reduced the rabbit numbers to a point where they were no longer a threat.
Poisoning was done using phosphorised oats and pollard for which fifty
rabbiters, two teams of pack horses, and one or two poison makers were
employed. The rabbits were collected and skinned, and the dried pelts sent to
London. Though this was not renumerative to begin with it must have
covered some costs with 500 000 pelts being sent annually.29 In 1875 Strode and
Fraser introduced Ferrets to Earnscleugh station and the Old Man Range, and
the shepherds were given the additional task of shooting rabbits. 30

28 W.E.Howard, The Rabbit Problem in New Zealand. Wellington, 1958. pp.25-6.
29 J.C.Parcell, The Heart of the Desert. pp.9-1 0.
30 M.J.Cambell, 'Runholding in Otago and Southland.' p.185.

·.
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The occupation of the full time rabbiter was born in Central Otago at this
time as run-holders serious about pastoral success wrestled with the control of
the destructive pest, and men in need of work took the opportunity of making
their own living. Rabbiters were initially employed by the farmer / runholder
and given a wage for their work rabbiting . However, with the growing
profitability of the rabbit industry in the late 1870s most were freelance and
lived off the returns from the sales of skins and carcasses. So profitable was it,
and so great were the rabbit numbers, that some rabbiters even paid the runholders for the privilege of rabbiting a block of their run. 31 Methods used also
included poisoning with arsenic and strychnine treated grains, and the release
of cats as an enemy of the rabbit. Durett recounts a story where a Central Otago
pastoralist ordered 100 cats from a Dunedin dealer who could not meet the
demand.

Having advertised in the news-paper that he would pay five

shillings per cat he received a great response from small boys around the city.
By the time Dunedin residents discovered their disappearance the cats had
been transported and spread around the run.

32

The numbers of people calling for a halt to the introduction of rabbits, and
for the need for cooperative controC began to grow as more people became
directly effected by the rabbit plague and its impact of land degradation. Public
meetings took place around the country from the 1870s onward as groups of
local farmers sought to deal with the plague which they perceived as the threat
their pasture, stock, and livelihood. One such meeting took place in Riverton
in 1873. There was complete agreement by those present that the rabbit should

be exterminated and to that end the duty on powder and shot should be
remitted.

The meeting founded a committee which recommended to the

Otago Provincial Government that a rabbit rate should be levied and funds
put toward control.33 Such suggestions always ran up against opposition from
those who had not yet been effected by the rabbits and who objected to paying
for the extermination of something which was not a problem to them. This
conflict of interests between those who wished to undertake successful
pastoralism (which was seriously jeopardised by the rabbit), and those to
31 J.Durett, Exotic intruders. p.153.
32 J.Durett, ExotiC intruders., p.153.

33 The Southland News 10 Sept. 1873. as cited in M.J.Campbell, 'Runholding in Otago and
Southland.' p.181.
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whom the rabbit posed no threat (or in fact offered financial gain) was one
which was to persist through until de-commercialisation of the rabbit in 1956
and plagued all attempts at "satisfactory" reduction of rabbit numbers until
then.
The belief that the rabbit was the sole cause of the reduced carrying capacity
of pastoral land was persistent.

No investigations were made into the

methods of land use to evaluate the situation comprehensively and so no
action was taken to cease harmful farming methods.

The condition of the

land remained depleted, and therefore ideal for rabbits until the early part of
the twentieth century when the harmful effects of farming methods were
recognised.

It was a long time before changes were made and legislation

enacted to ensure such farming practices were stopped, and before the rabbit an
effective programme was developed to rid the land of rabbits .34 The
development of legislation will be considered in chapter two.

34 Alexander S. Mather, 'The Desertification of Central Otago, New Zealand.' pp.210-216
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Chapter Two:
The shape of Legislative Control.

The first Legislative efforts.
Towards the end of the 1870s the balance began to tip slowly in favour of
action by local authorities and government as the rabbit problem extended and
worsened, and the public call for action increased. In May of 1874 the Otago
Provincial Council ended the charging of a licence fee of one shilling with the
sale of every one pound of powder and every ten pounds of shot, and there
were increasing demands for a rate to be levied in order that some kind of
official and organised control could be put in place. In May of the following
year a seven member committee was appointed by the Council to investigate
the problem further. The recommendations it made for a government bonus
to encourage the extermination of rabbits, were rejected on the basis that this
would be taxing the whole community for the benefit of only a few, who were
probably gaining from the sale of rabbits anyway.l
The first official recognition by Central Government that the rabbit had
become a threat to the pastoral economy of New Zealand came in the form of
an inquiry by the 'Select Committee on the Rabbit Nuisance.' This committee
was initiated by the Otago Provincial Government in 1876, and came after
much public pressure.

The call for action was increasingly widespread.

R.S.Cuthbertson, Secretary of the Southland Agricultural and Pastoral
Association, was one of those asking the Government to act, and in writing to
Vogel said that 'Government interference is urgently called for by the natural
character of this calamity.'2 The 'Select Committee on the Rabbit Nuisance'
included Mr Andrew, Mr. Bunny, Mr. Wason, Mr. Seymour, Mr. Hodgkinson,
Mr. Wood, Mr. Manders, and Mr. Larnach. During their month long enquiry
they received petitions and requests for government action on the issue of
1 M.J.Campbell, 'Runholding in Otago and Southland. 1848-1876.' M.A.Thesis, Otago,

1981. p.182.

.

2 T.Brooking, 'Sir John McKenzie and the Origins and Growth of the Department of Agriculture.
1891-1900,' M.A. Thesis,Massey, 1972. p.22.
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rabbit control from various local committees and concerned groups. Among
these were the 'Pastoral tenants of the Crown and Freeholders of Southland,
Farmers and residents of Southland, and settlers in the Waianawha district,
Southland,' 'The Southland Pastoral Association,' the 'Owners and occupiers
of land at Mataura,' and the 'Residents of Winton and Forest Hill districts.'
All these groups, and those who gave evidence to the committee in person,
were keen for government action, some even desperate for legal control to be
put in place.3 Many were frustrated by the failure of neighbours to effect
control of rabbits and the resulting reinfestation of land which they had paid
to have cleared of the pest.4
Not all responses to the committee were of this nature. There was a mixed
reaction to the implications of government control measures. Some felt that
the true answer lay in subdividing the land into farms of a more manageable
size where farming would be more intensive, and in this way a check could be
more easily kept on the rabbit numbers.

Others resented the idea of

government intervention and felt the land owner could deal with the
problem themselves at their own expense. Numerous alternative measures
were suggested in the form of natural enemies, such as badgers, which would
not harm native birds or introduced game birds, and new poisoning
methods.S
Having looked at the cases in New Zealand, and also at the situation in
Australia, the committee was very aware of the serious nature of the problem
and the need for immediate action. They stated that: 'The mischief already
done is most serious, is increasing, and, unless some effectual remedy is
adopted is likely to increase.'6 They recommended legislation of a nature to
compel land occupiers to keep rabbits in check, and to allow the immediate
introduction of the weasel as a natural enemy of the rabbit. 7 Following the
recommendations of this enquiry the 'Rabbit Nuisance Act, 1876' was enacted,
based upon Tasmanian legislation.8 This act legislated for the establishment
3 AJHR,1876, Vol.ii, 1-5, pp.1-2.
4 M.J.Campbell, 'Runholding in Otago and Southland.' p. 183.
5 Ibid., pp. 189-91.
6 AJHR, 1876,Vol. ii, 1-5, p.1.
7 lbid.,pp.1-2.
8J.G.C.Kerr, E.J.Costello, K.l.Leathers, The Economics of Rabbit Control in Central Otago. A
Preliminary Analysis. Agricuhural Research Division of M.A.F, Uncoln, 1983. p.1.
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of Rabbit Districts, to be presided over by boards of trustees elected yearly by the
landowners within the district. The landowners were to be responsible for the
destruction of rabbits on their own land. If any landowner failed to do this
after having been requested to do so by the board, the board could then enter
onto the property and destroy the rabbits, and levy the landowner for the costs
incurred. Each landowner within the district was to pay a small rate, (half a
penny per acre), with which the board was to be administrated. Finally the dog
tax was removed on all dogs used for rabbiting purposes.9
The aim of the act was specifically to 'make provision for the destruction
of rabbits in New Zealand/ with the prospect of their total eradication.10 This
was to be done by the individual landowner, and enforced on a local basis by
the elected boards of trustees. The act also allowed for the punishment of
those obstructing the destruction of rabbits. It was the beginning of what was
to be a 'long process of defining the relationship between farmer and state on
this issue,' and one which was to be fraught with much debate.11 The boards
which were established under this act proved to be basically ineffectual.12
Problems with the legislation were multiple. Its failure to include forest and
river reserves was a major flaw, as was the fact that Rabbit Districts were not
formed over all of New Zealand. Areas outside the jurisdiction of a Rabbit
District provided a refuge from control for the rabbits.13

Also there was

already the emerging conflict of interests between those who wished for the
total eradication of the rabbit as a pest and an increasingly large group who
were making money out of the sale of rabbit meat and skins. The 1877
amendment Act only slightly modified the original act, and was aimed
primarily at improving its administration with little effect.
Otago and Southland runholders had to spend large amounts of money
from the 1880s to deal with the rabbit plague, and no end to the problem was
in sight. In Otago alone 1.3 million acres of land were abandoned, and two
thirds re-let at rents low enough for the farmers to make a living. Some
9 The Statutes of New Zealand.1876, p.435-38.
10 Ibid.,
11 T.Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots. A History of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries. 1892-1992, Dunmore Press, Palmerston North, 1992. p.24.
12 I.G.C.Kerr, E.J.Costello, K.L.Leathers, The Economics of Rabbit Control in Central Otago. p.1.;
13 A.H.Ciark, The Invasion of New Zealand by People, Plants, and Animals. The South Island. New
Brunswick, 1949. p.268.
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farmers were tackling the rabbit problem head on, while others were either
unable to due to financial circumstances, or because they were making a profit
out of the rabbit.

This was a bone of contention between landowners

throughout the country.14 As a result the 1880s saw increased space being
taken up by the rabbit question in debates and in newspapers as the call for
more government action spread.15
'The Rabbit Nuisance Act, 1880' was the next legislative step taken by the
Government to deal with the rabbit problem. Under this act all the position of
'Rabbit Inspector' was created, and this role was fulfilled by 'Inspectors of
Sheep,' who were already operating. This transferred to them the powers,
previously held by the board of trustees, of requesting landowners to effect the
control of the rabbits on their property, or if the landowner failed in this, to
carry out the destruction to the rabbits and charge a levy to the owner. This
increased the control Government authorities held over the landowner, but
the responsibility of control still remained with the landowner.

Fines were

introduced in an effort to compel people to act positively against to rabbits. Up
to £50 or up to six months imprisonment was the penalty for the liberation of
rabbits, fines of between £1 and £20 could be made for every week a landowner
refused to take action against the rabbits, and a penalty of up to £20 was
imposed for the obstruction of the work of board trustees or the inspectors.
There was also provision for county Councils to take control of rabbit boards if
the trustees proved to be neglectfu1.16 By this stage the Government was taking
the problem very seriously indeed.
The nature of this act, with its inspectorial powers, administration, and
fines, was much more regulatory and this can be seen as part of a general
increase in state control and administration which took place from the 1880s
through into the 1900s.

In this time there was a move to consolidate

legislation, and a 'centralisation of administration and implementation of
laws regulating agricultural practice.'17 An increasing involvement of the
state in 'private affairs,' especially farming, was also noticeable. There was no
right of appeal in the case of any of the penalties which would be administered
14 T.Nigt)tingale, White Collars and Gumboots, pp.23-24.
15

T.Brooking, M.A. Thesis, p.28.

16 The Statutes of New Zealand, 1880. pp.159-164.
17 T.Brooki'lg, M.A. Thesis,p.20.
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under the Act. This gave incredible power to the inspectors if they chose to
use it, and the potential for considerable abuse of this power. In various
amendments andre enactments from 1881-1900 the policy of the Government
on the 'Rabbit Nuisance' was refined and adjusted. All the while the Rabbit
Nuisance Committee continued to operate, and hear evidence from
landowners throughout New Zealand on how the policies were operating at
the grass roots level. Each amendment sought to rectify small flaws in the
policy, or try a new method under the recommendations of the committee in
the hope of getting the landowners to control the rabbits.
Rabbit Districts were slow to catch on as conflict between land occupiers
persisted. It was not until after the '1880' act that some of the runholders
around Earnscleugh, near Alexandra, formed one of the first Rabbit boards in
Central Otago. The board consisted of those most effected by the rabbit plague,
Mr Fraser (of Earnscleugh station), James Cowan (Kawarau run), Robert
Stuart, John Butler, and Henry Francis Wilmott (of Wilmott station).18 Rabbit
districts were defined and trustees appointed in the Vincent and Lake counties
in 1881 also. Their action, and that of other recently formed Rabbit Districts
proved to be insufficient, and at a time of falling prices it was difficult to raise
finance for control measures. Many runs were abandoned as a consequence of
the destruction caused by rabbits.19 The policy was obviously failing, but
attempts to make it work persisted. It was thought that the failure was due to
flaws in administration rather than the nature of the policy itself.

The 'Natural Enemy.'
The H~8r Amendment Act -legislated -for the protection of the_'natural
enemies' of the rabbit with a £10 fine for the killing of these animals. The
'natural enemies' included weasels, stoats, ferrets and cats. Complaints about
the abuse of inspectorial power with excessive fining of farmers brought about
a reduction in the fines to between £5 and £10 for every seven days in which
action was not taken against the rabbits. This was done in order to ease the
pressure on farmers who had difficulty meeting the costs of eradication. The
18 J.C.Parcell, HeartoftheDesert. Christchurch, 1976. p.297.
19 I.Roxbl.l"gh, Wanaka StOI}'. A History of the Wanaka, Hawea, Taras and Surrounding Districts.
Dunedin, 1957.p.132.
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rates on landowners were increased to one farthing for every acre to meet the
increasing administration costs, and Crown and Native lands were to be
included in Rabbit Districts to over come infestation from these refuges. 20 In
1882 there was a further amendment, and this was largely aimed at further

enforcing the destruction of the rabbits by landowners, and protecting the'
natural enemies.'

The maximum fine for killing the 'natural enemies' was

raised to as much as £20, and for continued neglect in destroying rabbits the
fine reverted to the higher rate of up to £20. This amendment also allowed for
the sale of land to recover the cost of destroying rabbits where the farmer had
failed to do so.21 The protection of the 'natural enemy' was backed up with the
introduction by the government of a hundred weasels and stoats from
Lincolnshire in 1884. These did not provide the immediate success which was
hoped for, and in fact had a greater impact upon native birds than on anything
else.22 This tactic was doomed to failure as studies since have shown that
'rabb~ts

are more likely to determine the density of predators than predators

are likely to govern the density of rabbits.'23 The idea of the 'natural enemy'
was persisted with in spite of its obvious ineffectiveness, and legislation to
protect these animals remained in place.

The 'Rabbit Proof Fence.'
In 1886 an amendment act introduced legislation for the new idea of the
'rabbit proof' fence.

This was the first legislation aimed at physically

preventing the spread of rabbits into uninfested ground, based on the idea that
it was uncontrolled rabbits from neighbouring areas that were causing the
reinfestation of areas which had been cleared at some expense. (These fences
were to come under the 'Fencing Act' of 1881.) Fences could be ,ere~ted
anywhere by a Rabbit Board and remained the property of the Board. 'Rabbit
proofing' of a fence meant the addition of fine netting to the bottom third of a
normal fence, and right into the earth. There were new fines for anyone
caught removing live rabbits from one area to another.

The bureaucratic

nature of the boards was increased, their roles and procedures were more
20 The Statutes of New Zealand, 1881. pp.15-20

21 The Statutes of New Zealand, 1882, p.797-804.
22 J.C.Parcell, Heart of the Desert, p.298.
23 W. E.Howard, The Rabbit Problem in New Zealand, Wellington, 1958. p.12.
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clearly defined, and there was an intensification of the local administration for
the enforcement of the Act.

Again, this is an indication of a general trend at

this time toward an increasingly bureaucratic administration, and the
continued responsibility of the land occupier for the rabbit problem on his
own land . The establishment of the Agricultural Branch of Crown Lands at
this time was another part of this increasing bureaucracy which sought to
regulate and control farming . This Branch took on the expensive
administration of the Rabbit Nuisance Act. 24 The emphasis of power was
shifted back to the boards and away from the inspectors. The coercive nature
of the legislation was increased with a further increase in fines, the highest
fine being a hefty £100. Government gave a pound for pound subsidy on all
rates. By so doing they increased the finance available to boards without laying
the burden solely upon the farming sector, and increasing Government
involvement and commitment in the cause.25

These amendments appeased farmers demands to an extent, but they
failed to contain the rabbit numbers. Farmers experimented with the popular
idea of rabbit proof fencing, as did the Rabbit Boards. The most notable was
one from the Southern Hawkes Bay to the Wairarapa which was 64 kilometres
long (built from 1882-1885), and · another which was 120 kilometres long in
south Canterbury.

All of these failed miserably

in their objectives. The

rabbits spread into the areas more quickly than the fences were constructed,
and were already in the areas to be protected before the fences were completed.
The fences proved difficult to maintain,26 and on completion the fences still
did not contain the rabbits due to an initial failure to consider gates and
streams as points where protected areas could be infiltrated.27 The lessons of
Australia, where the fences had already been tried and failed, had to be relearnt the hard way in New Zealand.28 Failure to contain and reduce the rabbit
problem was evident, especially in Central Otago, with as many as 164 000
being caught on one run (Kawarau) in only six months in 1887.29 Carrying
24 T.Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots, pp.1 02-106.
25The Statutes of New Zealand, 1886, p.269-280.
26 T.Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots, p. 26.
27 ~.Durett, Exotic intruders, p.159.
28 A.H.Ciark, The Invasion of New Zealand. p.268.
29 J.C.Parcell, Heart of the Desert, p.298.
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capacities continued to decline, and farmers were still being forced off their
land by debt.
From 1887 more Rabbit Districts began to be constituted, mainly in the
North Island. South Island farmers were more reluctant to form boards, and it
is possible that this was due to the greater profitability of rabbits there.30 A
further act in 1890 increased the emphasis on fences and prevention.
Legislation was put in place to allow fencing across roads in the form of rabbit
proof gates, and the importance of 'rabbit proof fence' was reinforced with a
fine, or prison sentence of up to twelve months for anyone inflicting damage
upon such a fence. It was still hoped that the rabbit proof fence would be the
solution. A penalty by fine of £25 or six months imprisonment was
introduced for the killing and removing of rabbits from land without
authorisation. There was a reversion of power to the inspectors, and the board
was given the power to employ of disemploy an overseer.31 The seesaw of
power from board to inspector was due to continued submissions from the
public, who either resented the unreasonable judgment of the inspector, or
who were opposed to the partiality of the boards.

Policy Refinement.
Amendments in 1891, 1901, and 1907 were aimed at refining the details
and administration of the 'Rabbit Nuisance Act,' the biggest change being in
1901 when fines for failure to destroy rabbits were adjusted according to size of

land holdings. The aim of this was to make the fining system fairer after many
complaints of inequitability from farmers . The fine for holdings of 500 to 2000
acres was £5, while for holdings over 2000 acres it was £20. The fine for
continued failure to attend to the problem increased so that it was variable
between £5 and £100 for every month.32 In addition to this The Department
of Agriculture was formed in 1892. This replaced the Agricultural Branch of
Crown Lands

which had been ineffectual in administrating the 'Rabbit

Nuisance Act' due to lack of finance, and added to the administrative
30 J.Ourett, Exotic intruders, pp.161-162.
31 The Statutes of New Zealand, 1890. pp.42-46
32 The Statutes of New Zealand, 1901. pp.41-42
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bureaucracy.33 By 1895 rabbit control consumed a quarter of this department's
budget.34
From 1902 to 1907 the organisation of the Department of Agriculture was
modified and became increasingly complex.

It was divided into twelve

divisions. The agricultural division took control of the rabbit problem. All of
this legislation and bureaucracy proved to be futile against the rabbit plague,
and speculation over a possible solution proliferated in vain.

There was

much debate both within and outside parliament, the main theme being that
of 'rabbit farming' as the main barrier to the eradication of the rabbit.35 This
was a theme of hot debate which persisted from the 1890s through until the
de-commercialisation of the rabbit in 1956.
All legislation was consolidated in 1908, and this included the 'Rabbit
Nuisance Act.' Only minor changes were made to the Act at this time. The
land owner was given the right of appeal on all fines, and it became the
'Inspectors" responsibility to ensure simultaneous destruction was carried out
on neighbouring properties.

There was a new fine of up to £100 for

impersonating an 'Inspector,' and rates for Rabbit Districts were made variable
according to amount of stock and the intensity of rabbit infestation.36 These
changes were just refinements aimed at improving the operation of the Act,
and to enforce its administration. This was done in the hope that it was
enforcement which was the problem, and not the policy. Similar amendments
were put in place in 1920, 1921, the Act was again consolidated in 1928, and
there was another amendment in 1935.

During this time the legislation

continued to operate on a principle of control by land occupiers, enforced and
subsidised in part by the State at a local level, with an aim of total eradication.

33 T.Brooking, M.A.Thesis, p.29.
34 AJHR, 1895, B-7,pp.51-51. as cited in T.Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots,
pp.102-100.
35 T.Brooking, M.A.Thesis, pp.40-56.
36 The Consolidated Statutes of New Zealand, 1908. voi.S, pp.1-26.
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The Persistent Failure of Policy.
Government policy was not successful either in its aim of 'complete
eradication' or even even in achieving any level of permanent control of
rabbit numbers throughout New Zealand . The rabbit continued to be a
problem in pockets around the country, especially in the South Island. Before
1920 few boards had been constituted, because of the requirements for a
minimum area of 200 000 acres. The amendment of 1920 had changed this,
and the number of boards increased, but even when boards were formed they
continued to be unsuccessful in the long term in many areas. Finance was
inadequate, and rabbiters tended to either have a vested interest in
maintaining a breeding stock of rabbits, or were incompetent. There was no
effort made to study rabbit populations to see why they were not declining
permanently or to judge why they were maintaining stable numbers. The
rabbit inspectors were often unpopular, and many were inadequate for their
job. Methods used at this time included fumigation of warrens, shooting, and
poisoning with strychnine, phosphorous, and arsenic, all by very complicated
and expensive methods.37 Many farmers continued to profit out of the sale of
rabbit skin and meat off their property, and for some this was enough
compensation for lost pastoral production. For these farmers there was no
incentive to maintain a policy of all out destruction against the rabbits using
expensive techniques and they were, therefore, agents in discouraging the total
eradication of the pest.
In the 1930s there was a continued pattern of successful control and
maintenance of low numbers in a few areas for as long as prices for skins were
high. The control of the rabbit was at the whim of the market fluctuations. A
degree of permanent control was achieved in some areas where the
landowners were determined to eliminate the rabbit and make no further
profits out of sales of meat or fur. This was usually in districts where rabbit
numbers were never enough to sustain rabbit numbers great enough for trade.
It had been suggested as early as 1917 that the industry was to blame for the

rabbit problem. The fact that the numbers were under control in areas where
the industry did not exist was used to support this argument.38 It was not
37 T .Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots, p.1 06.
38 AJHR 1920, Vol.ii, H-29, p.14.
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considered that rabbit numbers in these areas might have been insufficient to
sustain an industry even if left to their own devices. The rabbit problem was
at its worst in Otago and parts of Southland, and in some areas of the North
Island. It was continually asserted that the industry was the cause of the
persistence of the rabbit problem in the yearly reports of the Department of
Agriculture to Parliament.
Conditions resulting from the rabbit skin export trade undoubtable

exert an influence which renders the work of inspectors difficult to
carry out on the lines on would like to see it carried out, namely,
proper cooperation of all farmers and departmental officers.39
Otago was cited as the worst case of the control of rabbits being hampered
by trade. This attitude prevailed in the reports of the Department of
Agriculture right through until the 1940s, and it was continually asserted that
the population of rabbits was directly linked to the market prices for skins.

The 'killer policy.' and 'all out war' on the rabbits.
The 'Rabbit Nuisance Act, 1947' was the first change, to what was an
obviously ineffectual policy, in seventy odd years. From 1940 freelance
rabbiters had controlled the rabbit problem to some extent but the immediate
impact of rabbits on stock rates and long term degradation of the land
threatened the future productivity of the land and its pastoral use. As soon as
prices for rabbit meat and skins began to decline the enthusiasm of the
rabbiters would wane and rabbit numbers would rise once more. High prices
could bring about considerable reductions in numbers, but this proved to be a
fickle basis for ongoing control, and useless in effecting permanent
elimination of the rabbit. In 1945 prices took a decided turn for the worse, and
rabbit numbers began to rise to epidemic numbers once more. The 1947 Act
was in part a response to this. There was a growing realisation that rabbit
control was at the mercy of international market forces, and that the income
from the rabbit industry was in no way compensating for the loses in overall
production, profitability for the pastoralist, and the incredible land
degradation.40
39
40

AJHR, 1924,Vol.3, H-29, P.6.
I.Roxburgh, Wanaka S10Jy.p.233.
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The 1947 Act established the 'Rabbit Destruction council,' and with it the
'killer policy.' The 'killer policy' used more efficient methods of destruction
and constituted all out war on the rabbits.41 The idea of this policy was
nothing new. Some local rabbit boards had designed it on their own initiative
as their members sought to come to grips with the rabbit problem, and
concentrate on serious pastoral farming. The policy had been advocated as
early as the 1920s. It was not until 1947 that government recognised its
apparent success and took hold of the idea to apply it nationally. It was even
longer before the remaining rabbit boards. of
. New Zealand took the plan on
board.42 The 'Rabbit Destruction Council' was set up to advise the Ministry of
Agriculture on the best methods of destroying the rabbits. It consisted of eight
members in the South Island, two in the North Island, and three appointed by
the Government. A levy of twenty percent was put on the sale of rabbit meat
and skins both for local consumption and export. The aim of this levy was to
make the 'fanning' of rabbits unprofitable, and it would eventually be raised to
one hundred percent so that rabbit products would be completely decommercialised. The proceeds from this levy were issued in grants to Rabbit
Boards, giving them an increased level of unauthorised expenditure, so long
as they continued to operate a 'killer policy.'

The Department of Agriculture was no longer responsible for inspection,
but instead serviced the council.

The Act was much more effectively

administrated in this was as the Council was independent and represented
farmers' interests. In addition to revenue from levies, the Government was
generous with additional funding for areas where initial control was very
expensive. This and the decreasing profitability of selling rabbits provided an
incentive for farmers to be ruthless in the elimination of rabbits. If they could
no longer profit from the rabbit skins and meat to cover losses to pastoral
production there was more reason to eliminate the pest.

The boards

proliferated under these incentives and the pressure of both necessity and
popular opinion. By 1960 210 boards were in operation under the 'killer
policy,' covering 15.1 million hectares. The introduction at this time of the
poison 'sodium mono-flourocatate' or '1080' proved to be very effective in
41 Statutes of New Zealand, 1947. pp.408-424.
42 W.E.Howard, The Rabbit Problem in New Zealand. pp.28-30.
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reducing rabbit numbers more rapidly than before.43
In addition to these measure a more efficient application of methods was
brought about.

Jam poisoned with phosphorous, and fumigation with

chloropicrin gas were used. Research was done to determine the effectiveness
of methods, the effectiveness of the natural enemy, and the possibilities of
using myxomatosis which had been discovered in Uruguay, and which had
achieved spectacular results in Australia. Dropping poison from aeroplanes
was also introduced at this tirne.44 In 1951 to 1953 attempts to introduce the
myxomatosis virus were made but these failed due to the lack of a suitable
vector to spread the disease effectively. This was fortunate because it was
being found in Australia that after fifteen years the virus was no longer
effective and conventional methods were having to be reintroduced.45
The 1947 act was backed up with amendments to fine tune its operation
and increase the levy on sale of rabbit products.

The Rabbit Destruction

Council was given more power as a functioning 'institution' employing many
workers to undertake control and providing them with houses in the
Amendment of 1949.

More technical modifications were made in the

Amendment Act of 1953, and the levy was steadily increased periodically, with
notice being given in the Gazette. The Rabbits Act of 1955 consolidated the
legislation of the Rabbit Destruction Council. 46

The final blow to the rabbit

industry carne with the Rabbits Amendment Act of 1956. The sale of rabbit
skin and meat had become unprofitable well before this act finalised the
situation with a complete prohibition on the sale of rabbits in any form.47
With this legislation the lifestyle of the many people who had worked in the
rabbit industry had finally come to an end.
It was some time- before the Rabbit Destruction Council was in full

operation throughout New Zealand and began to have a real effect on rabbit
43 T. Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots, p.107.
44 J.Durett, Exotic intruders, p.163.
45 T. Nightingale, White Collars and Gumboots, p.1 08.

For a more detailed and comprehensive discussion of the suitability of the myxomatosis virus to
New Zealand see J.A.Gibb and J.E.C.Aux, (Ecology Division, DSIR, Lower Hutt,
NewZealand.)Search, vol.14, ;No.1-2, February-March, 1983. pp.41-43.
46 StatutesofNewZealand,1955, Vol.i, pp.109-167.
47 Statutes of New Zealand, 1956, Vol.i, pp.214-215.

"'Stop fooling- I know it's April the First!''
Figure:6,Source: The New Zealand Farmer, 4 Apri/1956. P.5.
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numbers, and in the meantime rabbit numbers grew unchecked in areas
where there was not yet a board in operation. Figure 6 shows a cartoon from

The New Zealand Farmer at the time the new legislation was implemented,
rather appropriately on the first of April.

It expresses the common belief

which proved to be a reality that it was the rabbit which would benefit most
out of the de-commercialisation, in the short term at least. Only rabbit board
members were to be able to shoot, trap, or poison rabbits from this time and
this meant that many rabbits went unthreatened until the new 'killer policy'
was universally introduced. There was an initial resurgence of rabbit numbers
in the wake of this legislation, but improvements soon followed.
Under the new legislation many of the rabbiters who had previously
worked on a freelance basis to profit out of the sale of rabbit meat and skins
were employed by the Rabbit Destruction Council. In the words of Doug
Gordon, one such rabbiter interviewed in The Otago Daily Times, in 1990, it
was a 'revolutionary period as rabbiters became employees of the fledgling
rabbit boards. They generally suffered a drop in income, but this was balanced
by full-time employment and a recognition of their skills.'48 The
concentration of skills and ideas made extermination much more effective,
and with no concern for the condition of carcasses and skins rabbits could be
killed in much larger numbers.
Aeroplanes became an effective and economic means of distributing
poison and made a big impact on rabbit numbers. The biggest breakthrough
carne with the introduction of 1080 poison in the 1950s. The use of this poison
along with more effective strategies coordinating the use of poisoning with
night shooting brought the problem under control in most areas and 'between
1950 to 1970 the whole of Central Otago was transformed. Properties where
farmers were once unable to make a living now grew grass and were profitable
enterprises.'49 For the first time ever there was a degree of universal control
of the rabbit in New Zealand.

48 'Rabbiters' Skills Fast Disappearing.' The Otago Daily Times, 16 March, 1990.
49 'Rabbiters' Skills Fast Disappearing.' The Otago Daily Times, 16 March, 1990.
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From Success to Complacency.
As this control was achieved the efforts of the Rabbit Board workers were

relaxed and their numbers reduced. In 1971 Government policy on rabbits was
shifted from that of the 'killer policy' to a policy of

'con~ainment.'

Complacency about the task and its importance began to grow. This along
with reduction in Government attention and funding in 1983 meant that
rabbit numbers began to increase once more and they began to gain a foothold
in many districts.so By the late 1980s the population began to explode to
epidemic proportions.51 The intense and coordinated efforts of the 'killer
policy' had been effective while they had lasted but as soon as they were
relaxed the same old problem emerged. It would seem that W.H.Howard had
been right when in 1958 he said:

The biggest problems facing eradication are human ones; lack of
cooperation, misunderstanding, fear of the unknown, unwillingness
to spend money necessary, too little research, objections to killing,
inadequate incentives to improve control methods.52
It was taken for granted that the success of control achieved by the 1970s

would be permanent. No one was prepared to continue spending money on
what had ceased to be a problem, and even after the problem began to
reemerge there was still reluctance to spend money. 'Easy options' such as
myxomatosis were again looked into with the hope of fast and inexpensive
control, to no avail. Finally in 1993, after government restructuring and the
end of the rabbit boards altogether, legislation has been introduced to make
rabbit industries legal once more in the hope that this may aid in the reduction
of rabbit numbers and in the process reap some financial benefit to over come
the problem of spending money on control when the only benefits are long
term and environmental.

Figure 7 shows a cartoon from The Otago Daily

Times, heralding with humour this reintroduction of rabbit as a commercial
commodity.

50 T.Nightingale, White collars and Gumboots. p.108.
51

Ibid.

52 W.E.Howard, The Rabbit Problem in New Zealand, p.12.
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Legislation has come full circle after thirty seven years and after 155 years it
would seem that it is the rabbit which is 'left with the last laugh' as the same
old problems continue to be a barrier to legislation for effective and ongoing
control. The only control policy which had any success in regaining land for
pastoral use, the 'killer policy,' is now long abandoned, and there are no signs
that it will be re-introduced in this era of 'cost effectiveness' and 'user pays .'
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Chapter Three:
The Rabbit Business.

The first exports of rabbit skins had begun in the early 1870s, barely ten
years after the rabbit had become established in parts of New Zealand. Clark
notes the beginning of the rabbit skin industry in 1872 with the export of 20 000
skins from south Canterbury at a price of two penny for every skin.l As has
already been noted Kawarau station was also exporting skins at this stage, with
an average of 500 000 being sent overseas each year. In 1875, 300 000 skins were
exported from two other Central Otago stations alone.2 These early exports
were not really coordinated to make a big profit, but were aimed more at
recovering losses caused by the rabbits.

It was not long, however, before

companies began to form in New Zealand and move in from Australia to
profit on the New Zealand product.
Enquiries about the export of rabbit skins for profit were made in 1875 and
it seemed they were worth around two shillings per dozen in the United
Kingdom. Tinning rabbits was well underway in Australia and it was hoped
that this might be a possibility in New Zealand also, along with a fur industry.
Such enthusiasm was quashed by reports that profits would be low and
confined to the winter season.3 Entrepreneurs were not to be dissuaded,
however, and some began to export both skin and tinned meat within a few
years. The development of refrigerated shipping in the 1880s made the trade
in rabbit meat profitable also. With the emergence of the rabbit industry came
the profession of the rabbiter and a whole new area of employment opened up
offering jobs for large numbers of people from the field to factory. By the 1920s
the rabbit industry was one of the largest in Otago, and rabbiters were even
paying farmers for the right to rabbit blocks of land. 4 The South Island was the
1 J.C.Anderson, Jubilee History of South Canterbury, 1916,p.1 08. as cited in A.H. Clark,

The Invasion of New Zealand by People, Plants, and Animals. The South Island. New Brunswi:k,
1949.p.259.
2 J.C.Parcell, Heart of the Desert. Christchurch, 1976. p. 297.

3 M.J.Carnbell, 'Runholding in Otago and Southla~. 1848-1876.' M.A.Thesis, Otago, 1981.
p.185.
'
4 I.Roxburgh, Wanaka Story. A History of the Wanaka, Hawea, Taras, and Surrounding
Districts. Dunedin, 1957. p.216.
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largest contributor to the new rabbit industry. The labour intensive nature of
the industry meant that large numbers of people were employed, and small
towns burgeoned, especially throughout Otago and Southland.S The industry
continued to employ large numbers of people throughout New Zealand, but
especially in Otago, right through until the de-commercialisation of the rabbit
in 1956.

From 1884 to 1900 rabbit carcasses were exported for the English market by
various New Zealand companies, both skinned and un-skinned. Mr. John
Taylor, who subsequently established the company Taylor and Mann, was the
first to export frozen rabbits to London in 1894 form Mataura. The factory he
set up was soon preparing 5 000 rabbits a day, and made annual shipments of
150 000 carcasses.6 The Honourable Robert Campbell of Otekaike, is cited by

Parcell to have been one of the first to export rabbit meat, beginning with 200
frozen carcasses in 1885 at one shilling each.7 W.J. Tonkin and Company,
R.S.Black, Taylor and Mann, Caseys' (Gore), McConnell (Mataura), and White
and Company of Melbourne were some of the main players in the rabbit meat
trade at the end of the century.
Australian expertise were soon brought in to raise the quality of the New
Zealand rabbit exports by improving the handling methods. Bad handling by
both rabbiters and exporters meant losses of up to £20 000 for every export
consignri1ent of five million carcasses. White and Company, who had begun
in a Port Chalmers freezing works in 1889, worked to revolutionise the New
Zealand rabbit industry and improve standards by paying for carcasses
according to their quality. With the resulting improvement in product quality
frozen rabbit exports took off in a big way from 1894. W.J. Tonkin established
operations in a Timaru flour mill and began to export frozen rabbits from
1897, with an initial export of 1.5 million frozen rabbit carcasses8 A shipment
5 CW.S.Moore, Northern Approaches. A History of Waitati, Waikouaiti, Palmerston, Dunback,
Moeraki, Hampden, and Surrounding Districts. Dunedin, 1958.p.171.
6 D. W.Stewart, uFrom Fur to Fashion." The Background story to the Establishment of the New

Zealand Fur Industry. Dunedin, 1989.p.19.
7 J.C. Parcell, Heart of the Desert, p.298.
8 D .W.Stewart, "From Fur to Fashion. • pp 1-6.
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of carcasses being exported un-skinned from Port Chalmers by Tonkin and
Company can be seen in Figure 8. These rabbits were brought from all around
Otago to be exported from Dunedin and it was by no means a small or an easy
operation, especially in the early days when horse and dray were being used
over long distances on very poor roads. Figure 9 shows a collection point for
rabbits at Millers Flat in Central Otago and Figure 16 (facing 41) shows a
Mr.Munroe carrying rabbits for Tonkin and Company near Kurow . Both
show the poor road conditions the carriers had to deal with. The rabbits which
were exported skinned were collected in the same way, then processed at a
factory. This involved skinning and gutting them.
The main rabbit freezer which operated in Alexandra occupied the
buildings which were later to be used by the Apple and Pear Board. The
freezer was run firstly by R.S.Black (R.S.Blacks buildings can be seen in Figure
37) and later by Bothwicks.

Tens of thousands of rabbit carcasses were

processed by the factory each day during the height of the rabbiting season
right through until government levies made the business unprofitable, and in
that time it provided a large part of the districts income. (This will be explored
in Part B.)

The frozen rabbit export business was a very volatile one, and very much
at the whim of international market demands and prices. The peaks and lows
of the export of frozen rabbits can be seen clearly in Figure 10 which shows the
number of frozen rabbits being exported. (This includes skinned and unskinned exports.) In the final years of World War One the export of canned
rabbit took over some of the rabbit meat market as this was a more suitable
commodity for transport and distribution during war time. The decline in the
number of frozen rabbit carcasses exported at this time was the result is
evident in Figure 10 and, also Figure 11 which shows the value of these
exports. By 1927 the frozen rabbit trade was said to be collapsing altogether,
and this can also be seen in Figure 10. It was reported in the Otago Witness in
1927 that rising rail freight costs (increasing 100 %), rising wages for factory
workers (as a result of the new arbitration court awards), increased costs of
packing materials, and inflating shipping costs all combined to result in the
rabbit carcass business running at a loss. The incr~ased profits available in
skin exports at this time made it even less worth while to bother with the
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meat business. These factors together account for the decline in exports at this
time.

Number of Frozen Rabbits Exported Yearly.
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Figure lO.Source: 'New Zealand Year Books' and 'Statistics of Ne·w Zealand.' 1879-1956.

While frozen carcasses continued to be exported at a low level after this
slump in profits from 1927, it was the fur trade which then dominated from
the end of World War One.9 The recovery of the frozen export market at the
end of the Second World War can be seen as the result of high prices on the
world market, and this continued until the decommercialisation of the rabbit
in 1956. The fickle nature of the export of frozen rabbit can be clearly seen in
both Figure 10 and Figure 11 which show the number and value of frozen
rabbit exports. The same patterns can be seen in both, except for the larger peak
during the 1940s and 1950s which confirms that prices were high at this time.

9 D.W.Stewart, 'From Fur to Fashion.' p.6.
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The canning of rabbit meat for export began in the 1890s, with factories
being set up in Gore, Dunback, Alexandra, and other locations throughout
New Zealand. The success of these canning factories was only ever short term
but a large number of people were employed by them at different times. The
initial peak of canned rabbit exports was in the 1890s. This was followed by a
further peak during World War One and it has already been noted that it took
over some of the market of the frozen rabbit exports. This can be seen in
Figure 12 which shows the value of both frozen and canned rabbit being
exported. The export of canned rabbit persisted beyond this peak with another
small rise in the late 1920s to the early 1930s. Exports after this were only ever
at a marginal level in comparison to the frozen meat trade.
In Alexandra the canning factory was run by Central Otago Preserves on
the sight of what is now the camping ground on Manuherikia road.

It

employed about eighty or ninety people in various jobs from skinning the
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Yearly Rabbit Exports: Canned and Frozen.
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Figure 12. Source: 'New Zealand Year books' and 'New Zealand Statistics.'1870-1956

rabbits and preparing the meat to making the cans and putting on labels. The
canned meat was largely sent to the United States and England. This was a
small industry in comparison to the frozen meat exports and in terms of value
of exports skins were worth much more. To local economies, however, the
canning factories provided much employment and income.

Skins.
The first skins traded overseas for profit were exported by those already
exporting rabbit meat. Joseph Hatch was one of the first exporters of rabbit
skins in Southland, and he sent men out into the country to buy rabbit skins
which he then exported in thousands every year.lO Dunedin was prominent
in the skin trade from the very beginning, and because of the extent of the
rabbit explosion in Otago full time rabbiting was a viable self employment
10 D.W.Stewart, 'From Fur to Fashion"pp.B-9.
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option there from the 1880s. Dunedin wool brokers were the first to hold
regular auctions from the 1890s, and skin exports for the whole of New
Zealand went through Dunedin. Most skins came from the South Island,
especially the Mackenzie Country, and Central Otago. They were bought from
individual rabbiters and from the freezing and canning companies. The boom
in the rabbit skin trade in Dunedin especially, was a bone of contention for
some who felt the rabbit trade was in fact encouraging the rabbit population.
This extract quoted by D.W.Stewart from an early issue of the Forest and Bird
Society's magazine Forest and Bird noted the importance of the rabbit skin
trade in Dunedin and the issue of industry as a cause of the survival of the
rabbit.

Jack Rabbit knows quite well that he is farmed, and to that extent
protected and perpetuated, by the rabbit trapper. Jack Rabbit pays
tribute in skins, as the opossum does, for his continued existence:
and he knows that the most important city in New Zealand is in
reality Dunedin, the centre of the skin and fur trade, where the
warehouses as spacious as cathedrals harbour the treasure of the
traps.
Next to Presbyterianism, I am told that hides are Dunedin's chief
religion. In a famous Dunedin mausoleum sacred to the fur trophies
of the chase the eye wanders over piles of skins, an endless vista of
fur. Anyone might think that this Dunedin cemetery contained all
the remains of all the opossums in New Zealand, but we opossums and the trappers - know otherwise. Our living numbers make those
dead look silly. 11
The fur trade took off in a big way but after an initial peak at the turn of
the century, rabbit skin exports stabilised until World War One. Skins were
difficult to shift during the War due to shipping difficulties, but those which
were exported brought good prices. There was a great increase in the number
of skins exported during and after the war and this was the result of Europe
being unable to satisfy the fur demands of the United States and Canada in war
time.

New Zealand was able to fill the gap in the market, but only after

classing and handling methods were improved, and skins were exported in
vast quantities with the incentive of high prices. This was also made possible
11 D.W.Stewart, uFrom Fur To Fashion" pp.31.
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because the United States had been able to perfect fur dyes and shake the
German control of the fur market by importing New Zealand skins and
processing them themselves.12 In addition to this the profits to the r-..:ew
Zealand exporters were increased by selling directly to the United Stated
market rather than going through the London market as before.13 (This
upward trend in numbers of rabbit skins exported can be seen in Figure 13.)
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Figure 13. Source: 'New Zealand Year Books' and 'New Zealand Statistics.'1870-1956.

The main firms involved in the fur trade at this time were White and
Company, Remschardt and Company, Turner Brothers, R.S.Black, J.H.Kirk, ·
D.McLennan, F.Sullivan, Tonkin and Company, and J.K.Mooney and
Company. Skins came fortnightly to auctions in season and these exporters
bought the skins at auction, then stored and classed them before exporting
them.

After World War One there was a growth of manufacturing furrier

businesses and the establishment of fur dressing and dyeing plants in New
Zealand.

This meant New Zealand was no longer exporting just the raw

121bid., pp.9-10.
13 Ibid., pp.25-26.
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product, but also a finished product which could also be sold on the local
market.14 The furrier trade within New Zealand grew further still during
World War Two, to the extent that the local manufacturers satisfied the local
demand totally. This was partly induced by a ban in the import of furs due to a
war time shortage of national funds. IS
The Rabbit skin export trade went from strength to strength in the 1940s, as
is clear from Figure 13 and Figure 14. Profits were high, and large numbers of
skins were exported. The 'killer policy' and the levies which were introduced
by the government in 1947 essentially put an end to this growth. Firms buying
and selling skins were able to maintain business after the introduction of
levies for a short while.

By 1952, however, the levy on skins had been

increased to 66.6 percent and this had reduced business for those buying and
selling skins by eighty percent and the last auction of skins took place in Otago
farmers cooperative sale room in September of 1952.16
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Companies were slowly forced out of business and eventually dissolved.
Those which also traded in other skins, opossum and sheep for example, were
able to remain in business but at a much reduced level. The Government
policy which ended the lifestyle of the rabbiter also spelt the end for the trade
in rabbit skins.
It can be seen by Figures 13 and 14 that like the meat industry the export of

Rabbit skins was also a fickle business, but on a much larger scale than either
canned or frozen meat. A comparison of the numbers and values of exports
makes confirms the high prices of the 1940s period in comparison to the turn
of the century. The fluctuation in the numbers of skins being exported, can be
seen clearly but it should be noted that these trends reflect demand and prices,
rather than the number of rabbits available to be killed, and the number left
behind.

The skins were largely exported to the United Kingdom and the

United States throughout the entire period, with a smaller quantity being sent
to Australia, Canada, France, and Belgium (in respective order of
importance.) 17
The enormity of the rabbit industry can be seen looking at Figure 15. which
shows the value of all three main rabbit products exported from New Zealand
from 1870 to 1956. This graph shows the relative importance of the three
products over time. The importance of frozen rabbit meat in the early years,
the take over by canned rabbit meat at times, and finally the increased
importance of the skins in the later period, can be seen in this graph.
Although the rabbit industry did not contribute as much to the New Zealand
economy as pastoralism, it was a significant secondary export commodity and
it provided employment for countless people both in the field, and in the
factories and the fur industry. De-commercialisation ended this avenue of
employment and national income.

17 The Official New Zealand Year Book, 1951.
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Part B.
Focus on Central Otago.
Now that the context of the rabbit nuisance in New Zealand has been set, the
lives of Central Otago people involved in the 'rabbit business' will be
examined. Three interviews were conducted for the purpose of this study, and
use was made of a collection of interview transcripts kept at the Alexandra
museum, and also extracts from the personal papers of Doris Jackson
published in D.W.Stewarts' book, "From Fur to Fashion." The

Background

Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur Industry.

The people

interviewed were all involved in rabbiting, collecting, or factory work, or were
in contact somehow with the processing of rabbits.
The importance of rabbiting to the area can be seen just by the mere
numbers of individuals involved in some way in the industry, and the
importance the rabbit constituted in the diet of so many. Mr. Lew Wahrlich
and Mr. C.R.Walker, referred to here as Kelly and Lew, remarked on the
numbers of people dependent on the rabbit industry:
Kelly ... Well around here, out at Murtry station for instance, they might

have had ten, fifteen rabbiters and their wives living in small
huts and houses. So you can imagine how many would be in
the whole district, rabbiters. And then there would be, what
were there? forty, fifty jokers in the freezing works there
wouldn't there? ... And Alexandra was pretty small then so you
can imagine how many of the population were there.. . It was a
big knock to Central Otago when they de-commercialised the
rabbit because there was a large portion of people here making
their living on the rabbit. 1
Not only was it an important area of employment, but also an important
food source in days before alternatives such poultry were available, and in an
area where fish was not that easy to get. Rabbits were a very important
supplement to the diets of many families, especially during the depression.
So what were the lives of the people involved in the 'rabbit business' like?
1 Interview with

Mr. Lew Wahrlich and Mr C.R.Walker, hereafter cited as 'Lew and Kelly
Interview,' p.3.
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Chapter One:
The Rabbiters.

The occupation of rabbiting came into being in Central Otago in the late
1800s, as has already been shown. Rabbiters worked both independently as
contractors to landowners and as employees of landowners, on their own and
in gangs. In addition to those to whom rabbiting was 'bread and butter' were
those who caught the odd rabbit, to whom the meat provided a supplementary
food and the skin a bit of extra cash. Various methods were used to catch or
kill the rabbits. These included shooting, trap lines, various poisoned baits,
gasses, rabbit drives, and some likely children even caught rabbits by running
them down and catching them by hand.
The lifestyle of the rabbiter in the remote regions of the Central Otago hill
country was isolated and lonely. The work was hard, the hours long, but for
those who worked hard at it there was money to be made and all the stories
recounted of the rabbiter lifestyle were recalled with pleasure of 'good times.'

Housing.
The rabbiters, sometimes with their families, lived in primitive conditions
with little more than tents or small huts to protect them from the elements.
Figure17 shows three rabbiters, high in the back blocks of Southland, with their
dogs and their huts in the background around the turn of the century. One of
the huts shown was built of sod with a thatched roof, the other has a solid
chimney and the rest was canvas tenting on a wooden frame.

The lines of

rabbit skins stretched out on wires can be seen to the side of each hut. These
huts look very similar to those constructed by miners in earlier days. This type
of dwelling continued to be used much later. Len Jackson recalled his rabbiting
days on leaving school, probably around the late 1920s:

We usually had a tent, made up the frame, usually a willow tree,
buy plenty of flour bags those days, for four pence each, used to cut
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them, cut them down the seams and sew them up. We called them
flies,' we put them right over the top to cover the tent and just made
the door out of the flour bags. They were comfortable .. .. Used to have
decent beds, always used to have decent beds, that was the main
thing. 2
As rabbiters became more permanent, or perhaps accumulated enough
money and came to expect more, they built or transported huts to live in.
Doris Jackson recalls her days in a rabbiters hut, at the Lindis on the farm of a
Mr. Hyde, after her marriage to Len in the 1930s. They lived in the hut with
their two small pre-school boys.

There were no rabbiter' s cottages in those days, we had to live in a
eight by ten hut which was well lined. Len had to bring this up by
truck and it had to be our living room for the winter. Len went away
with his traps at the beginning of March. He had to get busy and build
a bedroom on to this hut for our two boys and ourselves. This was
built from willow sticks, an iron roof which leaked a bit if there was
too much rain and sides made from flour sacks. It was just big
enough to bed down our two boys, ourselves, and enough space to
store the chajf 3
Doris noted that they were relatively well off compared to another rabbiters
family close by who only had a ten by twelve foot hut to house themselves and
their three children.
Lew and Kelly were rabbiters a little later, in the 1940s and 1950s, and Kelly
recalled the huts they lived in. They were usually around eight by ten feet, and
very sparse:

The average one had a four by two across the end of it with the
chaff sacks in, and panniers on top of it (to make the bed) and the
other end was your fire and a wee table. That was about it. 4

2 Len Jackson,Greenbelt interview, 1975 . Alexandra Museum transcript.p.1.
3 Personal papers of D.Jackson 1935-43, as quoted in D.W.Stewart, "From Fur To Fashion" The
Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur Industry. Dunedin, 1990.
pp.44-45.
4 Lew & Kelly Interview, p.6.
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Even as late as this the tent like construction was still used, as Lew and Kelly
told the writer. Often the floors and about the bottom two or three feet of the
walls were made of wood or packing cases, while the remainder of the walls
and the roof were canvas.S Doris Jackson recalled life in the rabbiter's camp,
and the ways she used to fill her time. She was fortunate enough to have
acquired a sewing machine to help her in adding to the comfort of their hut.

I got Mrs. Cormicks machine up to my wee hut, I don't know now
where it went in the wee six by eight hut but I had it there. So I made
a lot of these clothes, that had been given down for these three little
girls and this is how I amused myself quite a bit plus made up
material into frocks for Mrs. Cormick . I made myself quite a classy
chair, and made it out of case timber, if you can visualise it, stuffed it
with tussock and the covering was sugar bag. But, oh it was very
comfortable, I don't know what happened to that chair, I suppose it
went where the hut went. I never ever heard what - I didn't bring it
home, but it was always a treat for whoever sat in the easy chair. 6
Most huts had only beds, a table and chairs and it was only Mrs Jacksons
ingenuity and effort which meant that their hut had an armchair. The living
conditions were generally rough, as can be seen by Doris Jacksons delight when
she saw something as simple as table cloth for· the first time after several
months in a rabbiting camp.

I don't know what we ate but the first thing that lightened me up
was the white starched table cloth on the table. I can still see that
white cloth, I'd come back into civilisation and to me it was really
something, that white cloth.7
Daily life.
The rabbiter worked long and demanding hours, from about seven or eight
in the mornings to four or five in the evening, and then after dinner the days
rabbits had to be skinned, then the skins had to be 'fatted' and stretched on
wires.8 The only days off were wet days, there were no holidays except for the
5 Lew & Kelly lnterview,p.1
6 Doris Jackson Interview, Alexandra Museum transcript, p.7.

7 Ibid., p.9 .
8 This involved the removal of the excess fat from the rabbit pelts.
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summer months of December and January. The average catch of Len Jackson
was around 30 000 each year. 9 This works out at around 100 rabbits a day to be
skinned, and the skins to be fatted.

Figure 18 and 19 show rabbiters picking up

rabbits from where they lie poisoned, and skinning the rabbits . Figure 20
shows the stretching of skins over wires so that they can be hung up to dry. A
fast rabbit skinner was able to skin each rabbit in less than sixty seconds,
meaning seventy could be done in an hour. Very sharp knives had to be used
and great care was needed so that the skin was left in a good condition and in
one piece .1 o
Not only was the work hard and the living conditions difficult but the
rabbiters usually lived in extreme isolation unless they were in a camp with
other rabbiters or their family. Lew and Kelly described the isolation, and daily
life, with the feeling of hard and often lonely, but good times with little chance
of getting out to socialise.
Lew ... Well you had no power, no radio.

You were stuck away out
in a hut somewhere. Daily life was getting up in the
morning, feeding the dogs, and cooking your own meal,
saddling the horse, feeding your horse, going out around
your trap line, taking the rabbits out of the traps, gutting
them, hanging them on the fence, then resetting your line
of traps again, moving them up, further up the hill or where
ever. You shifted them each day. The average chap would
set about 100, some would work about 150 traps a day. What
would happen was if the rabbits were really thick they would
often reset 75 of them and shift the other 75 up. By the
time you'd done all that, come back in at night, cooked
your meal and fed your horse and tied your dogs up and had
a wash and cleaned up, and did the little bit of washing up
you had to do in a tin basin or whatever, the day was gone.
Kelly ... It was a lonely life.
Lew ... The horse and the dog were all you had. 11

9 Len Jackson, Greenbelt Interview, Alexandra Museum. p.3.
10 The New Zealand Farmer, 10 July 1947. p.4.
11 Lew & Kelly Interview. p.6
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Lew and Kelly pointed out that there was not much to do in the way of
socialising even when they did get into town, and they always had to return to
the camp in the same day.
Kelly ... If you came into town: there was no entertainment, there was

Lew...

a game of football once a week, maybe, and go to the pub. There
wasn't a chair or table or anything in the pub in those days. You
could buy a beer, no meals or nothing, that was all. so you
weren't missing out on much being out in the middle of
nowhere.
And you'd come into town, get a big fat cheque, a haircut .... The
publicans liked you. It was all go. But you couldn't stay in
town for the night 'cos you had your dogs to feed. 12

Doris Jackson's recollections of her daily life at the rabbiting front show the
routine of the rabbiter and those left in the camp while they were away around
the traps.

An average day of my life in the rabbiter' s camp meant getting out
of my bed at day break to light the range. Gave the horses a bucket of
chaff each. I did this to give my husband Len a little longer rest so
that he could be ready for a long day in the hills. I would cook a good
breakfast of chops, eggs and potatoes or equal to this of porridge and
fruit. While Len had breakfast I prepared the lunches. Most times
Len had a young chap helping him and always had an extra horse to
give the others a rest but never himself.
After getting the men away I then had my two little bm;s to feed,
lunches cut and then off to school. I then relaxed a little and after put
out all the skins to dry on long lines. The skins were laced together
and then hung over the line like the washing. By this time I was
ready to clean away breakfast, have a tidy up ready for a relaxed
cuppa. Then the day was mine until after school. Sometimes we
sent the carcasses to Wellington for sale and some went to Dunedin
to Bartons, the butchers, and Stewarts the fish shop. Len would box
them up and I would take them over to Tarras to Studholme bus
with the children on the way to school. The boys helped me with the
boxes of rabbits. These rabbits would be caught, say the Monday{ put
12 Lew and Kelly Interview, pp.7-8.
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on the bus on Tuesday ready for the Wellington market on the
Wednesday.
This came to an end when the bus drivers refused to handle the
heavy boxes on to the bus but it was a great money winner whilst it
lasted.
After school it was time to prepare a good hot meal for hungry
men and boys. I then had to collec t all the green skins and cover
them for the night . All the dry skins had to be taken off the wires
and bagged If they we packed well we could get 400 skins into each
bag. This helped the men again as they did not have to do it after
coming home tired from the hills. After the evening meal we put
sacks on the floor and then Len fatted all the skins taken off that day.
One of the others helped me get all the green skins ready for drying
the next day. The skins were usually hung out to dry for three days
but that again depended on the weather at the time. We all sat
around on the floor of our living room to do the skins.
We lived in primitive conditions but it was always home, always
In between work we had many happy times
callers coming.
attending country dances etc. Did we find this hard going? No! We
were the happiest of people in the world. We had good health, were
a family, had good friends around us and were progressing
financially. 13
This also shows the division of labour between husband and wife in the
rabbiters camp. Domestic duties were limited by the nature of the
accommodation, but Doris was still employed around the camp unless Len
required extra help out rabbiting on rare occaisions. She was required to hang
stretched skins out to dry (as is being done in Figures 22 and 24) and to bring
them in and bale them up.

Food.
The rabbiter had to live very simply and this included the food which was
bought and prepared. Being so remote supplies had to be got in bulk and
occasionally, and only essential items were bought. One major food item was
13 Private papers of Doris Jackson as cited in D.W.Stewart, "From Fur to Fashion" pp.43-4.
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of course rabbit. The remainder of the diet was generally very simple. Nothing
perishable could be kept as their was no fridge or the like.
Kelly ... In those days you used to go to the grocer's store and you

bought some flour, some sugar, a bit of salt, and they'd cut off
a piece of cheese with a wire and some baking powder and that
was it.14
The Jacksons stayed at the rabbiter's camp for at least six months without
break, so it would have been necessary to get in enough supplies of basics to
last long lengths of time. This meant that only items which would last a long
time could be bought restricting the variety of foods available.
For those closer to town getting out to purchase supplies was not easy
either, because a trip into town meant a day off rabbiting which was valuable
income lost. Lew and Kelly noted the friendliness of neighbours as important
in getting supplies in, and the pattern of eating they followed:

One woman asked me 'how did you get on for your ironing
and food,' and I said well ...
Kelly ... I was lucky to get my washing done, let alone my ironing.
Lew ... But she asked 'how did you get your food in' well the big
thing was when the farmers wife went past going to town
or something, somebody would bring you bread and flour
and stuff if you left a note on the gate post with a stone on the
top of it or something. You were making money, you could
afford it. The big thing was getting to town. Nobody had a
motor car. And it would be eight to ten mile to town in most
cases, in some it would be more ... so you couldn't ride away
to the store to get stuff 'cos you missed setting your traps that
day, you missed a whole lot of rabbits.l5
Lew ... Well you had no oven to cook in. Most people had those
little cookers with the ring on the top and the best you could
do was if you had a big enough ring you could put two pots
on. It was a good set up really because you had a permanently
set table. The table in the corner, had a bit of cheese with a

Lew...

14 Lew & Kelly Interview, p.6-7.

15tbid.
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cloth over, and the bread and the butter there with a cloth
over it, wasn't it?
Kelly ... Well you must have been a bit better than me because my cloth
was a bit of news paper.
Lew ... At night you'd cook a few rabbits. Well you couldn't go
and kill a sheep for yourself Now and again the farmer might
give you a few chops or something, but you couldn't kill a
sheep yourself 'cos you couldn't eat it all.
Kelly ... No fridge.
Lew ... and there was no milk either. Most had condensed milk. And
apart form that you had rabbits. You could cut the tender piece
off the nice back legs . Boil them up. There was nothing wrong
with that. If you had rabbits and potatoes, and were lucky
enough to have vegetables you were doing alright.
Kelly ... You had no choice in those days, but today it's a delicacy (rabbit).16
Len Jackson recalls his cooking while living alone as a rabbiter in a similar
way, though he was obviously fortunate to have got some mutton from the
farmer:

We used camp ovens to put our meat in. In the mornings we'd go
... put a leg of mutton in the camp oven and light the fire, we used to
get pretty good at testing now much fire to put onto the camp oven
and it made it nicely cooked. You'd do your potatoes and so on, so
you always had a good breakfast. Always fried chops and eggs and
gravy and fried potatoes for breakfast. 17
Despite the isolation, it seems the rabbiter and his family ate well, and the
lack of modern equipment was no barrier to what was done. Doris Jacksons'
ingenuity in the preparation of food is a testimony to the old proverb
'Necessity is the mother of invention.'

We used to cook on an open fire using matagouri which Len
packed home from the hills. It had a wonderful heat and gave off a
smell of its own. I never had a camp oven but over the winter I
found I could bake by using a biscuit tin for one. I laid the tin on its
16 Lew & Kelly Interview, p.6-7.
17 Len Jackson, Greenbelt Interview Alexandra Museum transcript. p.3,
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side on four condensed milk tins . Then another four tins in the
biscuit tin on which to put a wee slide made from the top of a
kerosene tin. In this I could bake lovely scones, buns or a cake by
covering the top of the biscuit tin with hot wood embers.

18

Money out of the rabbit business.
All of those interviewed commented upon how it had been possible to
make good money rabbiting: to buy a farm, set up in business, or to clear debts
by the sale of rabbits. Len and Doris Jackson went back to the rabbiting life to
pay the rent on their orchard:

We took over, leased an orchard for five years. By that time we
were getting into the depth of the depression. We were right frosted
out the last year we were in the orchard, frost pots were just coming
into their own then and we lost everything, That last year we were in
the orchard, had no money to pay the rent. ... So we heard about the
rabbits up in the Tarras area, so we decided, my husband decided to
go up, round there and cook for a rabbiting block and start out on the
rabbits again. That was about the only other thing, other than fruit
growing we felt we could do any good at. That was the first year,
things started to pick up after the depression.
The Jacksons were able to build up the largest cherry orchard in the
Southern Hemisphere through their hard work, and rabbiting was important
for them in supporting themselves until they got the orchard fully
underway.19
Lew and Kelly recalled that many people did the same thing, setting
themselves up from the money they made rabbiting, and that it was a lifestyle
which offered a degree of freedom not often found for workers in skilled but
manual occupations:
Lew ... A lot of people of course, I suppose the Sanders Brothers, I'd think

there would be quite a few of them, had cleared their farms of debt
18 Doris Jacksons private papers as cited in D.W. Stewart, "From Fur To Fashion"p.46.
19 Doris Jackson, Alexandra Museum Interview, p.11.
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from the sale of rabbits.
Kelly ... Oh a lot of rabbiters bought farms after a while with the money
they saved. Some of them boozed it all of course. They spent
three weeks working, and the next three weeks boozing.
Lew ... Prices were good.
Q ... So did people make a lot of money out of rabbiting?
Kelly ... Oh too right they did,
Lew ... Through rabbits, oh yeah. A lot of people, that's the only reason
they're in the farms, is through the rabbits . We had big money
in the winter time poisoning rabbits when the skins were really
good, they were big prices. 20
Q... And was it a good lifestyle?
Lew ... Yeah I Liked it, I enjoyed it. Well you were free, you worked
for yourself, your own boss. the harder you worked the
more money you got. That's about it. 21
The rabbiting lifestyle was one which many people followed, even if only for
a few years, and was one which often allowed them to set themselves on their
feet financially.

Playing the system.
Many rabbiters were less than honest in their practice of allowing rabbit
numbers to be maintained form one year to the next to secure their own
employment.

Lew recalled one particular event which is similar to many

others recounted:

I was working up on the Raggedies up there. We were on irrigated
country, and that was the only chance you had of growing much grass
at all. And the rabbiter up there, what I caught him doing up along
the back fence, lifting the netting in one place - we had the
boundaries netted. The outside boundaries of big high country
stations were often netted with rabbit proof netting, and you go
round it to check for holes underneath and stone them up with a pile
20 Lew & Kelly lnterview,p.1

21 Ibid., p.7.
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of stones - the odd cunning old rabbiter would lift up the netting to
let them through, so he would have something to catch. Most
boundaries were netted off, especially if you were next to hill country
stuff where the rabbits were worse.22
W.H.McLean recalls similar episodes in his autobiographical Rabbits Galore,

On the Other Side of the Fence. which tells the story of his life as a rabbiter in
the East Coast of the north island. He was told on his first rabbiting job by an
older and more experienced rabbiter: ' "Look, you boys, never let sentiment get
into this game. To hell with the bloody sheep, we're not here for their benefit,
we're here to make money, M.O.N.E.Y.' " And when the numbers of rabbits
started to go down too much:

"we'll have to hurry and cut out this block. We're killing too many
runners, we'll spoil it for next year, and" he said, as he saw me looking
hard at him, "you never try to poison rabbits when they're breeding.
They don't take your bait well and you make them poison-shy." 23

The rabbiters also took advantage of subsidy systems which were set up by
the Government to encourage the continued trapping of rabbits in the
summer months when prices were low.
Lew ... they used to pay us to keep trapping over the summer.

They
even used to pay us if it was just a wee one, a nester. He (the
inspector) would come around and count them up - you had to
skin those too, the little ones you'd put over a smaller wire - and
he'd count the skins and destroy them and give you a cheque for
them. and the farmer paid a subsidy.
Kelly ... ... If they were small ones they might just get you to keep the
ears. The stories went round that one board would pay for the
nesters by ears, - you've possibly heard this story - and the
'next door neighbour' board might pay for the tails. So of course
the rabbiters used to swap over.
Lew ... Like the saying, 'don't try and make two skins out of one.' They
only did it for a short time. 24
22 Lew and Kelly interview, p.9.
23 W.H .McLean, Rabbits Galore. On the Other Side Of the Fence. Wellington, 1966. pp.33-36.
24 Lew and Kelly Interview, p.9.
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W.H.McLean recalled similar occurrences in his reminiscences.

He even

noted that some rabbits were found in burrows, still alive, but without their
ears after rabbiters had been out just to get the money offered as bounty for
ears.25
Farmers also took advantage of the situation, and many were accused of
'farming' rabbits. They would let the numbers of rabbits build up so that they
could sell off the right to rabbit blocks of it to the many keen rabbiters who
were around. This was often a problem for neighbouring farmers who were
serious about clearing their land of the pest and getting on with farming sheep.
Kelly... That was the trouble. Some were farming them (rabbits) so that

Lew...

they could sell their blocks, and the next door neighbour was
trying to get rid of them so you can imagine the problem. And
that's why the Government stepped in to try and equalise it for
everyone.
A lot of farmers were quite happy to let the rabbits go. In the
winter time they'd do the poisoning themselves, and try to get
rabbiters to do the rest of the year. They'd do their own
poisoning in the winter 'cos that's where the big money was . 26

Relations with the Farmer.
Most Rabbiters worked independently and gained their income from selling
the rabbit skins themselves. Permission had to gained from the farmer, and
the rabbiter was to some extent accountable to the farmer, as can be seen by
Doris Jacksons' fear that her husband would be told to move on after being late
to empty the traps on one day. Instead of telling Mr. Jackson to leave the
farmer asked him not to make such a good job, so that he could continue to
make money out of the sale of rabbit skins and meat.27

Doris Jackson also

noted that the runholders often bought rabbits off the rabbiter to eat, or in large
quantities to resell at a profit.28
Kelly and Lew noted that the Rabbiter was often making more off the land
25 W.H.Mclean, Rabbits Galore, On the Other Side of the Fence. Wellington, 1966. pp. 20-23
26 Lew and Kelly Interview, p.10.
27 Doris Jacksons private papers as cited in D.W. Stewart, uFrom Fur To Fashion"p.45.
28 Doris Jackson, Alexandra Museum Interview, p.5
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than the farmer was, and that some farmers charged rabbiters for the right to
collect rabbits off a block.
Kelly... There actually was farmers who charged the rabbiters, I tell

you one chap that did was Roddy Toll. I'm not blaming
Roddy Toll, but he was selling blocks to rabbiters after a
while, he had a lot of rabbits there. And I know the figure
was £50 the rabbiters were paying to get a certain block... And
there were a few others who kept it quiet too because it was a
bit of a stigma, you know to be selling the blocks. But that was
a big problem. Likes of you'd get one farmer likes of Murtry
Station, old Bob, he was death on Rabbits. He would do
anything to get rid of the rabbits, and then the next door neighbour
he didn't care to much. Old Bob would spend a lot of time
and money getting rid of the rabbits, and as soon as his paddocks
had a bit of food in them the rabbits would come from the next
door neighbours so that was one to the reasons they
de-commercialised them, to get all the farmers on an equal plain. 2 9
The rabbiters experienced much hospitality from the runholders, in most
cases anyway. Doris Jackson recalled that when her father was rabbiting they
received many cups of tea and food from the runholders, and the others all
mentioned that they would occasionally receive mutton from the farmer, or
have groceries delivered by them.30

Method of the Rabbiter.
As has already been noted various methods were used. The recollections of
Doris Jackson note that trapping was generally done in the summer, and the
rabbits were used mainly for their meat as the pelts got thinner in the hot
weather.

During the winter the ground would get too hard with frost to

anchor the traps, so that poisoning and shooting were generally used instead.
(the meat could not be used if the rabbits had been poisoned because of the
residue.) The pelts were worth more in the winter as they grew thicker fur.
29 Lew & Kelly Interview, p.9.
30 Doris Jackson, Alexandra Museum Interview, p.1.
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Poisoning was more effective in the winter also because there was less feed for
the rabbits, and they were more likely to take the bait. Sheep had to be moved
off the area to be poisoned, and the poison was usually laid after a few
distributions of un-poisoned bait.

Winter poisoning was backed up with

trapping again in the spring. Doris Jackson records the method of laying bait
with poison:

In most cases the rabbits were poisoned along the flats and up the
faces of the hilly country with a small plough. One than followed
the plough line dropping carrots to feed the rabbits. The line was fed
two or three times to that the rabbit got used to finding food there.
You then went around this line with carrots which had been mixed
with strychnine and icing sugar paste. I suggested to Len that I go
out with him on the first day of the poisoning to give him a good
start. I was able to arrange with friends to look after the children for
the day.
Although I had hardly been on a horse before I rode away with
him on Polly. We had a good hour's ride up around the hills to get
where the feeding out was to take place. Len went off with the
plough to make the furrow . I would then follow with a sugar bag
made into a feeding bag hanging round my neck. I would follow the
line and chop and drop the carrots. When Len got a wee way ahead
of me he would leave the plough and feed back to meet me. I
thought my work was coming to and end but would see him go back
to the ploughing further up the hill. This went on for what seemed
like hours and hours to me. After finishing feeding the line we still
had to ride back and hour to get home. I can't remember what we
had for tea that night, or who prepared it, but I'm quite sure it was
me although I felt I could not move. 31
By the time Lew and Kelly were rabbiting, gassing was a common method to
kill the rabbits, but this was usually done in the summer, and paid for by the
farmer because the rabbits could not be retrieved from inside the burrows.32
Figure 21 shows the aftermath of a rabbit drive.

This was also a common

occurrence, though many rabbits were wasted using this method, and it was
31 Personal Papers of Doris Jackson, as cited in o '.W.Stewart, "From Fur to Fashion"p.46.
32 Lew & Kelly Interview, p.3.
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largely used to get rid of rabbits on a property rather than for a profit.
Kelly... One time they, ... we went to a drive, they just drove them up a

river bank, put in temporary netting fences before hand, and I
brought in 3 000 rabbits in our load, and I suppose there would
be 3-6 000 rabbits tlw t I never took out, they just destroyed them.
That was out at Becks, they just drove them up a river bank into
a small paddock. Rabbit drives were quite a frequent thing.
Lew... ... They'd drive them into a corner of a netting wire paddock,
with the wire netting covered back over like a roof. Because if
you drove them into a corner, once the first lot piled up the rest
would just jump over the top. So they brought the netting right
back.
Kelly... Well this particular one I went to they had them in about a half
acre paddock and they had kids and dogs running around this
half acre paddock to stop them piling up against the fence and
getting out. They were thick, there's no doubt about it. They've
got quite thick now but you can't see them because of the fact
that there's so much food, and cover for them. In those days the
hills were as bare as concrete. It was just eaten out. 33

The Environment.
The best time for rabbiting was in the winter, when the pelts were at their
best and the rabbits hungry. This was the most intense time of the year for the
rabbiter, and in Central Otago it was bitterly cold. Doris Jackson recalled one
winter:

That winter was made harder for us because of the cold. We had
snow on the ground for six weeks. Although the boys wore long
overalls, by four pm the legs of the overalls would start to
freeze.34 ... .If we didn't empty our teapot at night in our wee
kitchen/living room, the teapot would be frozen in a hard block in
the morning... Our bedroom, which housed the four of us, was very
33 Lew and Kelly Interview; pp.5-6.
34 Personal papers of Doris Jackson, as cited in D. W .Stewart, "From Fur to Fashionn p.47.
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damp, the blankets e·ven frosting to the wall, so we must have been
living in very damp conditions.
However we were happy and
enjoyed it all. 35
The snow restricted what the rabbiter could do. Doris recalled how Len
would use dogs and ferrets in the snow to get rabbits when the snow was bad.

This particular night coming down the track, we could hear the
dog }inkling, our dog .. . }inkling before they arrived home and he was
a curly retriever dog and his whole coat was icicles. I've never seen
or heard of it before. I wanted to bring the dog inside and thaw out
and Len says It'll be alright, it'll be right and he was tied up in his
kennel and next morning his coat was dry and woolly and you'd
never have known it was just balls of icicles the night before.36
Len Jackson recalled an earlier winter:

I've seen six straight weeks (of snow)sometimes, the odd winter, ...
and especially where I was camped, for about seven or eight months
in one place, Tarras. Down the lower country, it wouldn't lay that
long but all the same I did see six straight weeks, once. 37
Though it was obviously not an easy life living in such hard weather with
only such basic facilities, all recalled their experiences with fondness . Central
Otago's extreme climate meant that summers were extremely hot. Len Jackson
noted that not much rabbiting was done over the summer. None was done at
all in December and January, but in February it was still hot, as Len noted:very

hot. The ground used to be that hard setting traps it would bounce up in your
face, you know, just about blind you, that hot. 38
The rabbits had taken their toll on the land, something which the rabbiters
were not blind to, and Lew and Kelly described the result of their impact in
Central Otago:
Kelly... The hills were as bare as that concrete, you know, in the early part

of the century, up until the forties.

Well the rabbits just

35 Doris Jackson, Greenbelt Interview, Alexandra Museum transcript. p.5.
36 Ooris Jackson Alexandra Museum Interview, p.8.
37 Len Jackson, Greenbelt Interview, Alexandra museum transcript.p.4.

38 Len Jackson, Greenbelt Interview .Alexandra museum transcript.p.3.
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ate everything right out. There was nothing left.
Lew... They used to talk about central as a rabbit sick country. On a
wet morning you could ride up the gullies, you know, on some
of these back country stations, and you could smell the rabbits in
the country when the rain was coming down. 39

Children.
Many of the people interviewed had done rabbiting even as children to earn
a little pocket money, or were required to help with the skins their father had
gathered. Len Jackson started rabbiting when he was only five years old. He
used ferrets and rabbit traps, and sold the carcasses to local towns people 'for
three pence each.' He also bred his own ferrets and sold them to those who
rabbited for a living. 40 Hugh Campbell also sold rabbit skins to the factory as a
boy. He used traps, ferrets (which he also bred himself) and 'burning out' to
flush the rabbits out at weekends for pocket money. He got paid from three to
four shillings for each pelt. 41

Kelly also remarked that he had done some

rabbiting for himself while still at school.

They were sold and used as a

supplement to the families diet, as Kelly's reply when he was asked how
important the rabbit was as a food shows ...
Kelly ... Oh quite large to ninety percent of the population .... lt was pretty

well their only meat supply, all they could afford.
Lew... Rabbits and Mutton. And Rabbits of course were the easiest and
the cheapest...things would have been hard without them.
Miners, lots of people, that was their main source of meat.
I remember we used to just about live on them.... we had no
money, and there was one way of getting it. there were
rabbits offering outside, that was it. Actually the rabbit is very nice
to eat, he's ah, white meat, and its very fine grained in the meat
and its quite nice.42

39 Lew and Kelly Interview, p.1.
40 Len Jackson, Greenbelt Interview, Alxandra Museum, .p.1.
41 Hugh Campbell, Alexandra Museum Interview, pp.6-7.
42 Lew and Kelly interview, p.2.
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Walter Fox also recalled that he and other children did rabbiting to earn
some pocket money.

1 can remember when we were kids, a friend of mine and I got some
traps and started trapping up the flat. We started at the top of the hill
down near Clyde there and we'd rabbit between the houses over to
about the falls, there's a track goes through the pines there. We'd get
about haif a dozen a day, we'd skin them clean them and sell them.4 3
The Jacksons, Mr Wahrlich, and Mr Walker, who had been involved in the
rabbiting lifestyle, all remembered rabbiting days as good days in spite of any
hardship they endured. Obviously this is a small selection of people, and not
all who pursued a rabbiting career had such a good time, or would reflect upon
their past witl1 such pleasure and happiness.

Walter Fox, though never a

rabbiter himself, noted the hardship the rabbiter endured as told to him by an
old rabbiter years earlier.

I used to know a guy who used to rabbit up near the Fraser Dam.
He had a;rt old car and he went away up there. He used to tell me
how lonely it was. He'd be out rabbiting all day and he'd come home
at night. They had horses with two sacks tied together over the
saddle. They'd have traps or rabbits in the bags. And they'd go miles
out on their trap lines, they'd be set about every chain or so, and each
day you'd move them on further. And you'd get home at night with
your bundle of rabbits and you'd have to sit down and cook, and then
skin all the rabbits. They threw away the rabbits - they were so far
away they couldn't sell the meat. And they got that way they were
talking to themselves. It wasn't much of a life. And the places they
stayed in were pretty primitive. Just a tent for a start and then they'd
start putting a wooden floor in, and the sides up about this high
(indicating about three feet). They were still canvas over the top. I
know a guy who lived in one of those over the Nevis right up the
top part there. Those guys had a pretty tough life. It was pretty cold
for them.
It is impossible to generalise about the kind of life the rabbiter had, and to

what degree it was a 'good life.' They all lived in such diverse conditions, and
43 Walter Fox Interview, p.1.
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all were individuals who found it either more or less desirable to lead such a
life. The Jacksons, Mr Wahrlich, and Mr Walker, all recalled their lives with
fond memories of good times, but obviously it would be a good idea to
presume that all those involved in rabbiting at this time and much earlier in
New Zealands' history would recall their lives with similar fondness. Many
may have lived lives of unhappy discomfort in their isolation out of necessity,
as Mr. Foxs' comment would imply.

The end of and era.
The legislation of 1947 and 1956 heralded the end of the lifestyle of the
independent rabbiters.

Many continued rabbiting for the new Rabbit

Destruction Council, as has already been mentioned in Part A, but essentially
things were very different after this and even those who continued to rabbit
for the rabbit boards soon lost their jobs altogether.
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Chapter Two:
The Carriers.
The next people in the journey of the rabbit from field to factory were the
carriers.

The rabbiters looked at in the preceeding chapter worked for

themselves, and primarily for the skins rather than the meat, because of their
remoteness, and sometimes because of the profitability of skins alone. The
bales of skins they made up were transported to buyers such as Tonkin and
company who had warehouses in many areas. (see Figure 9) Rabbiters who
trapped rabbits for skins alone were numerous.

There was a terrible lot of rabbiters, because they weren't
anything to do with the 'works,' they worked independent, they
were rabbiting for themselves before there was any 'works.' They
used to sell the skins. Mr.R.s' brother had a block out there on
the old man range. He went around his traps about three times
in the night. You could see the light going round the hills,
lantern or torch or whatever they had. They'd skin those
rabbits, and wire the skins, and sell the skins. They got a good
price for skins.

1

There were also rabbiters who trapped or shot rabbits for their meat as well
as their skins, and they sent rabbits to the works un-skinned. In this chapter it
is the lives of the carriers of un-skinned rabbits to the factories which will be
considered. Their job was much more pressured and intense than that of the
carrier who carted just skins, due to the need to get rabbits skinned and
processed before the meat went bad.

Various different carriers worked to serve the many frozen and canned
rabbit factories throughout the Otago area. In the Alexandra area alone there
were around four carriers working in the 1940s, some operating more than one
truck.
Lew ... I think there'd be about three or four carriers, there'd be Charlie

Dougherty, Teddy Hobbs ...
1 Mrs R Interview, p.3.
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Kelly ... The one from Queenstown was Thomson, the one from Wanaka ...
Lew ... I think there'd be about four, at least four.
Kelly .. . Then there was the rough old diamond from Cromwell.

There were

five carriers.
Lew ... Two of those had two trucks didn't they? So there'd be seven or
eight trucks just carting the rabbits daily.
Each of these trucks would bring in thousands of rabbits each day to the
many small factories aroW1d the district. One of the local carriers had seen so
many rabbits he would not eat them as many other locals did, as Mrs. R, his
wife, recalled: 'He wouldn't eat a rabbit. I never cooked any just for my self.
He had handled so many rabbits. He won't eat them now.'

2

Like the rabbiter, the carriers worked long and hard hours. They would start
out early in the morning, around six or seven a .m, and they would work every
day in the rabbiting season. Mrs. R recalled the route she used to take with her
husband in their 'Fargo' truck when they owned a carrying business in the
1940s. Mrs. R was the only woman involved in the carrying business at this
time, and worked alongside her husband on the daily collection route each
day.

Well Mr.R. collected rabbits for Bothwicks Company, for the
freezing works. Those rabbits were collected every day and
frozen. They were sent to America. And the rabbiters had lines
of them along the road. We left here in the morning - I wasn't
on the lorry every morning, but some mornings - went down to
Millers flat, and around there. Then we came back and went up
the hill to Moa flat and collected there and came back again.
Then came back to
You collected these lines of rabbits.
Fruitlands. By then it was about tea time, by the time we
arrived here in Fruitlands. Each line of rabbits they had a piece
of scrim and they tied the rabbits - they gutted them but they
didn't skin them,- they tied their legs in pairs and hung them
on the wire and they were gathered up and were put them on
the lorry. Sometimes when we came up from Millers flat we'd
have about 3 000 rabbits ... Af~er we'd had a meal here we took
2 Mrs. R Interview, p.2.
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that load in to the freezer and they unloaded it and we started
off again. We went up Blackmans gully and back down, then
we went right down to Clyde and round the back and down the
Dunstan road to the works again .. . Well some nights it would be
pretty late. It would depend if there was a big load of rabbits on.
I've no idea how many there'd be on there. Sometimes the
factory was closed when we got there. (The factory did not close
until midnight for most of the season. )3
The roads they had to travel were often unsealed and rough, and always
long:

Wherever the rabbiters said they'd leave their line of rabbits,
you had to go to there to pick them up. And up 'Blackmans"
there, away up in the hills in the back blocks, awful place, not
even a decent road to drive on. there rabbiters had their rabbit
block away out there. 4
The hard work was rewarding, in spite of its' difficulties. The money was
good and the carriers were greeted with much hospitality by farmers around
the district, as Mrs. R recalled:

The first time Mr.R. went up to Moa flat up on the hill he
came home and he said there was an old man standing in the
middle of the road waving with a walking stick. Its a wonder he
didn't stop and talk to him then because he'd talk to everybody,
you know, but he didn't. And the next day the old man was out
in the road again, waving his stick in the air. And he stopped
him and he said 'you dare go past here again without coming in
here for a meal and there'll be trouble.' And it was usually
about dinner time, lunch time, when we got there and we got a
cooked meal at that house every day. The rest of the time we
were on the run. And if they were ever going to be away the
meal was left hot in the oven and we just went in and helped
ourselves. They were marvellous people ... s
It was good money while it lasted, but it was strenuous work
3 Mrs. R Interview. p.1.
4 Ibid., p.2.
51bid.
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because it was from Saturday to Saturday, week in week out.
For about two years. We couldn't have gone much longer, you
get too tired. 6
As this quote implies the carriers worked non-stop, which they did. The year
was worked through according to the supply of the rabbits from the rabbiters,
and to the demands of the factory. This meant working for at least ten months
a year, depending upon the rabbits available, and every day of the week.
The carriers worked both independently and as contractors to factories, and
the rabbiters would be paid by the carrier or the factory respectively.

Each lot of rabbiters lines we counted the rabbits and filled in a
docket. So they got paid by the company, and we got paid by the
company too. 7
Before I even met him he .... R.S.Black had a canning company
up here, Mr.R. used to take the rabbits in for him. But he had to
buy the rabbits off the rabbiters and R.S.Black then paid him for
the number of rabbits. 8
The rabbiters would pair the rabbits by linking their hind legs, they would be
hung over a wire covered with scrim, and left at the side of the road for the
carrier to collect each day. The carrier would put the pairs of rabbits on the
truck over long poles which were suspended within the truck. Mrs. R recalled
her task when she went on the run with Mr.R:

I usually counted them and put them on the rails. They'd
rails in the back of the truck, and you hung them on the rails,
and put a ticket on the end of each rail of rabbits. 9
Walter Fox described the way the rabbits were installed in the back of the
trucks:

Well my father had a carrying business and he had frames
made up to go in the back of the trucks, and they used to put, I
think it must have been two or three layers. About every eight
6 Mrs. R Interview, p.1.
71bid. ;
8 Ibid., p.2.
91bid.
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or ten inches along the truck a piece of timber went across and
along that would be tiers of rabbits . They joined the legs
together so that they stayed as a pair, and you'd put half the pair
on each side. And they'd put about one dozen pair across the
truck, and abou t twenty rows, so there would be about sixty
dozen in a truck. They just backed the truck to the big doors of
the factory, the whole factory was up at truck height from the
ground. 10
The same method had been used when drays and steam traction engines
were being used. These can be seen in Figures 9, 16, and 25. The carriers had
many lighter moments in their day to break the monotony of driving long and
dusty roads. Mrs. R recounted one humorous incident involving a farmer's
cat:

This place that gave us our dinner every day, they had a
lovely big cat and if Mr.R. had an old rabbit he always brought
one along for it. The cat used to watch for Mr.R. coming. This
day, whether he didn't have a spare rabbit or if he had had it
already I don't know, but he was inside having his dinner. Her
comes the cat up onto the lorry and took two rabbits and was
dragging them under the house. 11
Mr. and Mrs. R had a farm as well as the carrying business, and Mrs. R did
some of her own rabbiting on the farm to earn some extra money. In order to
have a fur coat, which was very fashionable at the time, she saved some skins,
and along with others given to her had one made up. Mr.R.s' brother saved

me the blue ones for me and I had enough to make a full sized coat, and the
small one as well. 12

The de-commercialisation of the rabbit ended the lifestyle of the rabbit
collectors as well as that of all the other groups involved in the industry in
some way. Those who had earned their living carrying rabbits had to find
other employment. Mrs. Rand Mr.R. had a farm to continue with, and were
1o Walter

Fox Interview, p.1.

11 Mrs. R Interview, p.3.
12 Ibid., p.3.
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fortunate enough to get out of the carrying business before the rabbit industry
was ended.

There was a chap wanted to buy us out and he was very keen.
In the finish Mr.R. gave in and he had only bought in and paid
it up and everything, and the price of rabbits was disrated. And
he was right out of it. Just in the nick of time we got out of it. 13

13 Mrs. R Interview, p.1.
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Chapter Three:
The Factory Workers.
As has already been mentioned a number of rabbits were exported frozen in
the skins and these required little processing before export Figures 8, 9, 16, and
25 which show rabbits which being collected and carted for Tonkin and
Company who exported rabbits frozen in their skins as well as skins and meat
separately. If the rabbit was being processed further before export the next stop
in its journey

from the field to its final destination was the canning or

freezing works. In Alexandra there was always at least one such factory in
operation. From there the rabbit meat was exported through Dunedin, and the
pelts went on to either the Dunedin Stock and Station agencies and skin
exporters before being sent overseas, or to furriers in Nev.- Zealand.

Central Otago Preserves.
During World War One and through until 1924 the canning factory Central
Otago Preserves operated, sending most of its produce to Great Britain and the
United States. The factory was begun by Steve Spain, who was the owner of
Earnscleugh station, in what had been a brewery and which is now the sight of
the Alexandra camping ground. It was run by R.S.Black and Company who
were heavily involved in the rabbit business in Otago.

(A rabbit canning firm

had been in operation in Alexandra before this, in the 1890s.) The buildings
this company operated out of were fairly basic as can be seen by the
photographs ,Figures 26-32.

They were not built for the purpose of rabbit

canning, and had been a brewery before being taken over by Central Otago
Preserves Ltd.
Central Otago Preserves employed around ninety people, including some
women, as can also be seen in the photograph Figure 29. One of these women
was the mother of Doris Jackson whose life was recalled in the earlier chapter
on rabbiters. The rabbits were collected from the rabbiters for the canning
factory by horse and cart, probably much like those in mentioned earlier. Later
trucks were used. (One of the cart drivers was the father of Doris Jackson). The
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rabbits were skinned and dressed, and then canned for export. The skins were
stretched and dried, and sold as fur and felt for hats, gloves and coats, either in
New Zealand or overseas.l
The process of canning the rabbit was described by Walter Fox, whose father
was involved in the company. After the rabbit was skinned, gutted, and
portioned, it was put into cans.

They put it in a tin, put a lid on it, with a tiny hole in the top, and
water in it. Boiled it all up. As it got hot it expanded and all that was
going to come out of the tin came out. Then they'd put a solder over
the hole and when it cooled down there was no air in it, so it
preserved. I don't know what they tasted like, or anything else. 2
The whole process, which was carried out on a chain line, can bee seen in
the photographs Figure 26-30. The arrival of the rabbits, the skinning and
trimming is shown in Figure 26.

In Figure 27 the rabbit is being cut into

portions to be put into cans. The basic conditions in the factory can be seen
clearly here. The lids were then put on the cans Figure 28. This photograph
shows the steam compression engines in the background which were used to
run the machinery which put the lids on and heated the cans of meat. After
they had cooled the labels were then put on. It looks as though this is what is
being done in Figure 29. This photograph shows the vast quantities of canned
rabbit which were being produced by this factory alone. Figure 30 shows the
loading of cans into crates before they are transported out for export. Another
job not shown in any of these photographs was making the cans by hand for
which a tinsmith was employed.
Figure 31 shows some of the staff in about 1917 around one of the firms
trucks. This truck was probably used to transport the canned rabbit but it gives
some idea of the kind of vehicle which would have been used to collect the
rabbits as well. Figure 32 is a further staff photograph , though this is not all
the staff. The factory worked long hours in the rabbit season in order to keep
up with the large numbers of rabbits being brought in daily.

1 Doris Jackson Alexandra Museum interview, A .p1.
2 Walter Fox Interview, p.2.
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Similar factories were in operation in neighbouring areas at this time and
both before and afterwards. Central Otago Preserves went into liquidation in
1924 after having financial difficulties. The same buildings were later used by a
pelt processing company, as the trade in skins was more profitable and was
again used to process rabbit meat when prices rose during and after World War
Two.
The Freezing Works.
As was noted in the chapter on the rabbit industry in Part A. the export of
frozen rabbit began in the 1890s.

A 'rabbit freezer' was in operation in

Alexandra from these very first days of the rabbit industry. The hey day of the
rabbit freezer in Alexandra was the period from 1914 to the mid 1920s. Scott
Carline worked at the freezing works in the early 1920s when it was housed in
what was later to be the Apple and Pear Board buildings. He recalled how the
rabbits were processed by a chain of workers. First the head and legs were cut
off, they were then skinned, cleaned, trimmed and packed. The skins were
wired up to dry and were also exported. During the boom years when Mr.
Carline was working at the factory they were processing between twelve and
fourteen thousand rabbits each day.

3

Walter Fox's father was the manager of the rabbit factory under the
ownership of R.S.Black. He described what happened to the rabbits once they
arrived at the factory.

That's what they called the freezer, and it was up where the Apple
and Pear Board is now. It was a wooden building. I don't know when
it started, and I don't know its history at all but it ran before the war
and it still ran after the war. They still sold meat until about 1950
when the law came in and it was illegal, and the factory was bought
out then by the Apple and Pear Board ... The men dropped them in
front of the old gentleman there, and he went through and inspected
them and handed them on to somebody else to skin. They would be
opened up, the insides taken out and skinned and cleaned. And they
put them in crates and froze them... They had a big boiler there, I can
remember that was very hot, that ran a steam engine which
3 Scott Carline, Alexandra Museum interview, pp.?-8.
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compressed the gas for the refrigeration . The skin s themselves were
all put on wires and they were hung out to dry, and they were sold as
well. 4
Another factory was operated by Bothwicks, and it was there that Lew and
Kelly worked after the Second World War, skinning rabbits, when high prices
for rabbit meat again made it a profitable undertaking. This factory was the last
to continue operating in the area when the government began to charge a levy
on all rabbit. Lew and Kelly recalled daily life in the factory.
Kelly... It was pretty well all year round.
Lew ... it would be about nine months was it?

Q...
Kelly ...
Lew...

Kelly...

Lew ...
Kelly ...
Kelly...
Lew...

While it was going the
rush was on, you made good money to tide you over for the two
or three months in summer.
Did you work long hours?
Oh yeah.
whatever came in you had to cut it out 'cos it wouldn't hold.
They had no storage for the bulk of the rabbit, the only storage
they had was for once it was skinned but not that much. They
used to put them in boxes, and we would wash them and clean
them, skin them wash them clean and put them in boxes.
Then they had deep freezers for them but they had no cool store
to keep the carcasses until they were processed. We would start
at Eight o'clock in the morning in the height of the season, and
we would knock off at two minutes to twelve at midnight, and
start again next morning. If they employed you to twelve o'clock
they had to pay you double time the next day. You had to have
eight clear hours off. So in the height of the season you worked
from eight o'clock to midnight. It was good money.
It was the best money around about at that time wasn't it?
Yes, you were under the freezing workers award you see.
We put through 10 000 in a day.
I think 6 000 was about average.s

4 Walter Fox Interview, p.1 .

5 Lew and kelly Interview pp.4-5
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The Fur Trade.
By far the most profitable rabbit product traded was the pelt. D.W.Stewart
has covered the Dunedin fur industry in his book "From Fur To Fashion ." The

Background Story To the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur Industry.

The

skins were collected directly from the rabbiter and from the factories which
processed rabbit for canning and freezing. Skins were brought in for sale at
auctions which were arranged by the Brokers Association fortnightly during
the rabbiting season.

Exporters bought skins at auction, stored them and

classed them, according to their quality, for furrier, hatting, and gloving
industries overseas.6
The workers in the export firms were required to work hard and long hours
to get the skins baled up before the next purchase of skins came in form
auction.7 The skins were treated with napthalene to prevent damage by
weevils during the journey of the skins.
because of its horrible smell.

Workers

This made the work unpleasant

childre~

helped out during school

holidays to earn pocket money. They were given odd jobs such as fatting skins
so that borderline pelts could be upgraded, supplying classers with piles of
skins to work with, and filling up buckets with napthalene.8
Ron Megget recounted to D.W.Stewart about his days working for The New
Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency in Dunedin which prepared rabbit skins
for auction. His recollections illustrate the importance of the rabbit industry in
sustaining many people during the depression, the way in which these and
other firms operated a similar system for rabbiters as they did for the farmers
providing credit against skin sales, and the weekly routine they followed.
They also show the tight competition that existed in the fur trade.

Because of the rabbitskin trade I was never out of a job during the
depression... As the depression deepened the importance of
supplementary income, (under the counter perhaps) but anyway free
of seizure by the Stock firms became vital to many homes. This was
because the Stock firms had secured loans over the farms and all farm
6 D. W. Stewart, "From Fur to Fashion" The Background Story To The Establishment of the New
Zealand Fur Industry. Dunedin, 1989? pp.11-12.

7 Stewart, pp.12-13.
8 D.W.Stewart, pp.13-14.
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produce had to go through these firms' accounts. At this time many
young men took to rabbiting to secure any income at all. ... Auctions
were every Tuesday and we made sure that every bag of skins which
arrived by Monday night was included in the coming auction - even
some Tuesday morning arrivals. The classers worked every Monday
night often after a fairly busy Saturday and sometimes Sunday . The
individual bags were classed into heaps - perhaps up to twenty heaps
from each bag. The best skins in one heap and in descending order of
quality or type, bucks and does separately. These heaps were then
weighed and put into bins corresponding to the auction grades. All
the Stock firms were honest - mostly. they had to be. The Loan
Company., and the others were in keen competition for the loyalty of
the trappers and small collecting agencies who sent other trappers'
skins in for auction. They having perhaps, purchased the skins for
cash or grub-staking the rabbiter. They may have also provided the
rabbiter with his carrots and poison.
As a check on the stock firms, the suppliers would sometimes pack
several more or less identical bags and send one to each of the
auction firms or skin merchants in Dunedin. The vendor would
soon notice any few 'bob' differences in the resulting cheques.
Because of this sort of thing we all had to do our best to give the
rabbiter a fair go. 9 .

The classing of skins into different grades which Ron Megget described can
be seen in Figures 33 and 34.

Ron Megget worked in accounts, and also

outlines his office routine, and the way in which rabbiters were paid for their
skins by the firms.

I worked from charts prepared by Clem Pitts (Chief rabbitskin
classer) and his assistants. The charts set out each vendor's particulars
and progressed through perhaps sixty columns to state the quantity
under each heading or class of skin.
After preparation of the account sales forms, hopefully done
progressively from the Thursday proceeding the auction, we could
get down the vendor's name and his entitlement in pound weight to
9 D.W.Stewart, "From Fur To Fashion" pp.40-41.
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the proceeds of the auction.
We had to wait until the sale when all the calculations had to be
done and checked and balanced with the total weight of the bin
invoiced to the vendor and these extensions were then entered
progressively on the account sales. Then the adding and deductions
for commissions, freight, etc. made and finally after more balancing
the cashier girl (sic) prepared the cheques which I posted out. they
had to get to Cromwell, Alexandra, and Gore for example at the latest
Saturday, but usually Friday. .. Among the bigger clients of the Loan
Company rabbitskin business then were Mr . Jimmy Goodger who
bought the Lindis Pass Station out of returns from rabbit skins and
the Perano' s, the whaling family from Picton who gathered about ten
bags per auction for us. In their case I had to send a telegram on the
Wednesday after the auction to Loan Company., Blenheim, to give
the total net payout due to the Perano' s... 1 o
Once classed and sorted the bulk of the baled skins were shipped to the
United States and England. Figure 35 shows a load on the Dunedin Wharf
ready for export.
All those who worked in freezing works and canning factqries had to find
alternative employment. For them and the local economies the end of the
industry came at great cost. Many of the firms dealing in skins also processed
and exported the pelts of opossum and sheep skins so they were not closed
down entirely, but their businesses were greatly diminished and many
employees were let go. The end of the rabbit industry dealt a severe blow to
those who had been employed in it. It had been the saving grace for many
people during the depression when employment was hard to find and was an
important contributor to many local economies especially in Central Otago.

10 D.W.Stewart, "From Fur To Fashion"pp.41-42.
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Conclusions.
The rabbit was introduced to New Zealand from the 1830s in the good faith
that it would provide sport, industry and a valuable food resourse to settlers in
the new land. Within a mere two decades of the successful acclimatisation of
the rabbit the liberations could be seen to have been a grave mistake, as Mark
Twain noted in 1897: 'In New Zealand the rabbit plague began at Bluff. The
man who introduced the rabbit there was banqueted and lauded; but they
would hang him now if they could get him.'1
Once established the rabbit wrought devastating effects upon New
Zealands' natural environment, and consequently upon the pastoral economy.
Many pastoralists were bankrupted and forced off their land by debt, their land
no longer able to support their stock. The sentiments of pastoralists who lost
all they had to the rabbit were summed up in the following quote found on a
mile post in the East Coast of the North Island by W .H McLean:

Land of gullies and valleys deep,
full of rabbits and lousy sheep,
rich mans' paradise, poor mans' hell
Land of B------s, fare ye well.
signed Aussie.2
The quote implies the fact that some people were making money out of
the rabbits, while those who weren't were suffering in a big way as their efforts
at pastoralism failed as a consequence of the effects of the rabbit plague on the
land.

Over a hundred years later the environment is still paying the price for

the 'overstocking' by rabbits and sheep with erosion, gullying, grassland
depletion, and soil exhaustion. These effects were not something which could
have been anticipated at the time of the rabbits introduction, and finding
blame for the liberation of the rabbit does little to rectify the situation.
1 Mark Twain, Following the Equator: A Journey Around the World. (1897) as cited in

Tony Simpson, Shame and Disgrace. A History of Lost Scandals in New Zealand. Auckland,
1992. p.44.
2 W.H.McLean, Rabbits Galore. On the Other Side of the Fence. Wellington, 1966.
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Efforts to deal with the rabbit as a pest beginning in 1876 were consistently
ineffective at achieving a degree of ongoing control of rabbit numbers
throughout New Zealand. The problem was especially bad in areas of Otago
and Southland. Varying emphasis was laid upon methods such as ' the natural
enemy' and ' the rabbit proof fence,' and responsibility shifted from land
occupier to government.

Some success was achieved with these varying

approaches over large parts of New Zealand, but the problem persisted in areas
like Central Otago. This failure can be seen as the result of many factors. Some
contemporaries tended to view the industry as the primary cause of the
maintenance of rabbit numbers. Others, especially those involved in the rabbit
industry, did not see the rabbit as a 'problem' at all, and felt the industry was
the only reason the pastoral situation was not worse.

In the mean time many people made money out of the industry and it was

an important part of the local economy, as those who were interviewed
recalled. The rabbiters, the factory owners, the factory workers, the exporters,
and even some farmers all made money from rabbits. Was anyone losing out
in this situation?

No I don't think so. The only one that did lose out was the farmer
that just let his farm go to the rabbits. A lot of farmers wouldn't have
got their farms if they hadn't made money out of the rabbits. 3
Whoever was making money in Central Otago pastoralism and the rabbit
industry were in effect competing for the same resource - the land.

This

paradox was due to the delicate nature of the environment and its
unsuitability for grazing. It was inevitable that one would suffer, and because
rabbits are a less controllable element it was pastoralism which lost out. Yet
because of the greater importance pastoralism had to the economy as a whole
the rabbit was perceived as a pest and so it was legislated against as such.

3 Lew and Kelly Interview, p.1 0.
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The failure of legislation to regain land for pastoral use continued right
through until the full implementation of the 'killer policy' after the 1956 decommercialisation of the rabbit as a trade item. With this policy control was
slowly achieved even in the worst effected areas of Central Otago and large
tracts of land were successfully brought back to a level of

fertility and

production not experienced for nearly a century . This success was bought at
the expense of the rabbit industry which had provided for so many for so long.
The employment many hundreds of people had as rabbiters and factory
workers was ended, an important export item was abandoned: a whole way of
life was lost to history. The battle for the resource of the land was won by the
pastoralists who had the law on their side.

The hard won benefits of reduced rabbit numbers were great for both the
environment and pastoralism, but proved to be short lived because with
success came complacency. It was not long before the rabbit re-emerged as a
serious problem.

It is even debatable if the temporary improvements in

farming which resulted from rabbit control compensated for the losses
associated with the industry anyway.
Kelly ... It might have compensated the farmers but it didn't compensate

the workers in the town.
And I would say even that
compensation would have been marginal because the droughts
got them . They didn't carry that many more stock.
Lew ... The moment they de-commercialised them of course the rabbits
were on the increase and then you had the rabbit boards, didn't
you?
Kelly ... Well yeah, but they were pretty ineffective.
Lew ... And therefore the rabbit got right back on top again. Once you
let him go he was right back on top. And some of them got back
to really sick country again. 4

In Central Otago more people were employed in the many aspects of the
rabbit industry when it was in full swing than were ever ;to be employed in
4 Lew and Kelly Interview, p.4.
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pastoralism even after the rabbit was brought under control and the land was
producing to its full potential. The rabbit industry, in spite of the positive
short term spinoffs of employment and profitability, was extremely damaging
to the environment.

On the other hand intense pastoralism without a

constant check on the 'rabbit problem' has proven to be equally harmful.
Successful pastoralism can only persist if all those involved take on the
responsibility of controlling rabbit numbers as part of an integrated land
management scheme which takes into account the limitations and needs of
the environment and does not become complacent about the potential the
rabbit has to take over.

Now in 1993 we have come full circle with the possibility of a rabbit
industry emerging once more.

How effective the new industry will be in

providing and incentive for rabbit control in Central Otago remains to be seen.
History would suggest that a rabbit industry and pastoralism cannot coexist
without any serious and long term damage to the environment there, and
with only minimal returns from pastoralism. However, with the knowledge
of past experience to guide future ventures the industry may proceed without
the environmental problems it created before. Less damaging alternative uses
for the area such as viticulture and tourism which take advantage of the areas
unique environment are only just being developed. It may be that these are
more suitable pursuits than those undertaken so far. It is to be hoped that it is
ventures such as these, which work within the limits of the environment
rather than against it, that are pursued in the future.

After 155 years it would seem that it is still the rabbit who is 'left with the
last laugh' as the same barriers cited by W.E.Howard in 1958 of lack of
cooperation, fear of the unknown, unwillingness to spend money, too little
research, inadequate incentives, continue to stand in the way of effective and
ongoing control. It would seem that the lesson that successful pastoralism and
a rabbit industry cannot coexist has not yet been learnt. Realisations which
were made in past decades about the effects of a profitable rabbit industry on
pastoralism, and the importance of an ongoing land management scheme
which includes a rabbit control programme to sustain pastoral land use have
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been overlooked or forgotten. Few if any efforts have been made to test the
possible alternative of running rabbits alone. The only control policy which
has had any success in the past and might regain the land either for pastoral
use or simply to save it from complete destruction is unlikely to be introduced
in this era of

'cost effectiveness' and 'user pays.'

In the end it is the

environment which suffers most.

Contemplating the state of things, it is hard not to think
that the last laugh belongs to the rabbits, adept at showing
their cottontails to those humans who would oppose
their doings, and who have flourished, while railways,
politicians and all have come and gone ... 5
... along with rabbiters, furriers, farmers and freezing workers ...

5 Tony Simpson, Shame and Disgrace. p.72.
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Appendix - Data used for Graphs.
Year

Number of
Skins

Value of
Skins

1878
1888
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911 .
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

3951209
11809407
12543293
14302233
15899787
17041106
14267285
15229314
10827612
8099334
6607934
7891648
5690893
7112008
6139794
6101899
6103930
8831107
5454738
5513900
7148625
7533137
9103954
7455288
8937035
6267608
4512171
6090872
5896410
4944607

0
0
111880
126251
121775
138952
87993
85022
65599
47472
51607
81118
41689
57046
52566
40727
40843
66983
50686
53757
66529
89533
132773
76712
118234
86756
48388
50004
76405
105321

Number
Frozen in
Skins

0
0
0
0
0
0
25241
53654
357730
2229056
4251596
4880494
6501997
4830669
4776914
4452829
3778576
2807242
2517600
3325941
2654061
2973756
3139168
3641676
2465452
3370925
2868375
3255728
1813409
818370

Value
Frozen in
Skins.

Number
Froz.unskinned

0
0
0
1749
0
0
464
1046
7021
46398
93836
113432
154856
114552
116996
99595
86422
60298
54210
71904
57160
63983
70058
79367
54408
75160
69716
93734
55700
24891

0
0

·o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12097
14904
44728
320
5760

Value
Froz.unskinned.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
155
1099
11
192
100

Canned
c.w.t.

0
0
0
0
0
0
8686
8906
12193
10278
3799
5894
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value
Canned

0
0
0
0
0
0
12466
13952
17115
14398
4989
7503
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
number
Frozen

Total
Value
Frozen

Total
Food
Value

0
0
0
0
0
0
25241
53654
357730
2229056
4251596
4880494
6501997
4830669
4776914
4452829
3778576
2807242
2517600
3325941
2654061
2973756
3139168
3641676
2477549
3385829
2913103
3256048
1819169

0
0
0
1749
0
0
464
1046
7021
46398
93836
113432
154856
114552
116996
99595
86422
60298
54210
71904
57160
63983
70058
79367
54508
75315
70815
93745
55892
24991

0
0
0
1749
0
0
12930
14998
24136
60796
98825
120935
154856
114552
116996
99595
86422
60298
54210
71904
57160
63983
70058
79367
54508
75315
70815
93745
55892
24991

Source: 'New Zealand Year Book.' and 'New Zealand Statistics. ' 1870-1956.

Total
Epxort
Value

0
0
111880
128000
121775
138952
100923
100020
89735
108268
150432
202053
196545
171598
169562
140322
127265
127281
104896
125661
123689
153516
202831
156079
172742
162071
119203
143749
132297
130312

Appendix- Data used for Graphs.
Year

Number of
Skins

Value of
Skins

1918
7854152 299765
1919 14340007 775118
1920 14363216 830024
1921 13922446 448180
1922 15487225 567864
1923 14233417 472491
1924 20444390 740975
1925 19708586 843416
1926 17135599 829165
1927 12928669 682658
1928 12104072 582148
9122917 361949
1929
7206992 142249
1930
1931
6174092 108841
6660140
70016
1932
1933 10378388 224199
1934- . 13035015 257585
1935 13536745 395090
1936 16928931 763961
1937 12050438 557132
1938 10268012 247390
1939 11190294 262904
1940 10412156 401716
1941 13403673 1006238
1942 11818761 745742
1943 12290284 903241
1944 13886065 974909
1945 17670078 1204791
1946 15755939 1451301
1947 16654496 1120219

Number
Frozen in
Skins

1375307
1102649
117682
475142
211934
230526
317666
226416
310442
95425
257514
195764
550890
630278
1116050
835190
1158762
1059574
443086
1130
303282
243666
3816
0
0
0
0
3312
2600
36292

Value
Frozen in
Skins.

Number
Froz.unskinned

54035
39833
5286
16466
6886
8971
13060
8393
14085
4555
12793
9402
21359
17535
30469
16089
23590
20074
8385
20
8452
6500
254
0
0
0
0
414
350
6882

3600
266860
324256
495910
167296
103652
50070
30806
99222
157356
230073
245354
254920
522843
238786
686678
101294
431531
967434
495106
118044
120656
996964
134796
50
72160
168914
289941
426880
513966

Value
Froz.unskinned.

90
8263
10570
13009
5123
2063
1231
508
3108
4970
6763
8232
7745
12395
4792
13203
18375
7109
16972
8321
20810
28125
28158
3613
2
2050
71518
123439
220200
297697

Canned
c.w.t.

0
40527
13973
3314
614
1321
1331
257
2037
1895
2376
2582
5592
3497
4
699
872
570
1047
421
508
197
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value
Canned

0
159543
40677
7948
1655
2773
2855
514
4324
3929
6002
7518
16861
10511
17
1874
2352
1542
2718
1459
2074
596
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
number
Frozen

Total
Value
Frozen

Total
Food
Value

1378907
1369509
441938
971052
379230
334178
367736
257222
409664
252781
487587
441118
805810
1153121
1354836
1521868
2171706
1491105
1410520
496236
1483766
1450192
1000780
134796
50
72160
1689174
2902743
4271400
5175948

54125
54125
48096 207639
15856 56533
29475
37423
12009
13664
11034
13807
14291
17146
9415
8901
21517
17193
9525
13454
19556
25558
17634
25152
29104
45965
29930
40441
35261
35278
29292
31166
41965
44317
27183
28725
25357 28075
8341
9800
29262
31336
34625
35221
28412
28412
3613
3613
2
2
2050
2050
71518
71518
123853 123853
220550 220550
304579 304579

Total
Epxort
Value

353890
982757
886557
485603
581528
486298
758121
852831
850682
696112
607706
387101
188214
149282
105294
255365
301902
423815
792036
566932
278726
298125
430128
1009851
745744
905291
1046427
1328644
1671851
1424798

Source: 'New Zealand Year Book.' and 'New Zealand Statistics.' 1870-1956.
---,

Appendix- Data used for Graphs.
Year

Number of
Skins

Value of
Skins

1948 13471098
1949 10269104
9918514
1950
5745460
1951
1952
2839342
1953
2626462
1954
768533
662238
1955
1956
95519
1957"
68690

754651
318589
346865
203232
63360
84504
10259
9646
1784
1734

Number
Frozen in
Skins

5216
0
2060
15369
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value
Frozen in
Skins.

Number
Froz.unskinned

17202 480014
327677
0
299 172835
2736 221594
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value
Froz.unskinned.

290417
0
102448
186659
0
0
0
0
0
0

Canned
c.w.t.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Value
Canned

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
Food
Value

Total
number
Frozen

Total
Value
Frozen

4805350
0
1730425
2231293
0
0
0
0
0
0

307619 307619
327677 327677
102747 102747
189395 189395
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: 'New Zealand Year Book. ' and 'New Zealand Statistics.' 1870-1956.

Total
Epxort
Value

1062270
646266
449612
392627
63360
84504
10259
9646
1784
1734

